COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES LIMITED
NINETY-FIRST BOARD MEETING
To be held 5.30 pm, Thursday 27 October 2016
St John’s Church Community Centre,
St John’s Close, CO4 0HP
AGENDA – Part A
(Open to the public)
1.

Apologies & quorum

2.

Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers
Members and officers to declare any interests not in the Register

3.

Minutes of Previous Meeting (Page 3)
To approve as a true record the minutes of the meeting held on 12
September 2016, and to deal with any matters arising

4.

Voice Your View

ITEMS FOR DECISION
5.

Approval of updated Strategic Risk Register (Page 11)
Michael Hadjimichael, Director of Resources

6.

Equality Strategy & Objectives, and
Annual Equality & Diversity Report (Page 19)
Claire Holland, Equality & Diversity Officer

7.

Safeguarding Policy (Page 57)
Karen Williams, Head of Housing

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
8.

TLCC Scrutiny Topic Report 2016 (Page 85)
TLCC Representative

9.

Resident Involvement Annual Review 2015 - 16 (Page 97)
Karen Williams, Head of Housing

STANDING ITEMS
10.

Finance Assurance Report (Page 101)
Michael Hadjimichael, Director of Resources

11.

Performance Assurance Report (Page 105)
Karen Loweman, Director of Housing

12.

Committee Minutes (Page 115)
Board members are invited to raise question and comment the minutes of:
F&A Committee

5 October 2016
Continued overleaf
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13.

Forward Look (Page 121)
An update of future decisions required and items to be discussed at future
Board meetings.

14.

Any Other Business

15.

Exclusion of the Public

Forthcoming meetings:
Meeting Dates
Wednesday 7 December 2016
Tuesday 21 February 2017
Tuesday 25 April 2017

Colchester Borough Homes Ltd
Company Number 4843624
A Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered in England
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Minutes of the Ninetieth Board Meeting
Held on 12 September 2016 at 5.30pm
At Room 1, CBH, Rowan House,
33 Sheepen Road, Colchester CO3 3WG
Present:
Anne Grahamslaw
Alan Blois
Nigel Chapman
Julie Parker
Glenn Houchell
Geoff Foster
Michala Carey
Tina Graves
Daniel Ellis
Mike Hogg
Cyril Liddy

In Attendance:
(Chair)
(Vice Chair)
(Vice Chair)

Gareth Mitchell
Michael Hadjimichael
Karen Loweman
Mark Wright
Gerardine Murphy
Matt Armstrong
Mell Robinson
Claire Laidler

(Investors in People)

Owen Howell

(Minutes)

Observing:
Lynn Thomas
Geoff Beales
Jan Sexton
Lynda Buxton
Michael Campbell
Bill Nairn

(CBC)
(CBC)
(TLCC)
(TLCC)
(TLCC)
(TLCC)

1.

Apologies and quorum

1.1

Chair presented the Colchester Youth Awards’ Community Improvement Award
(sponsored by CBH) to pupils of the Royal Grammar School.

1.2

Apologies were received from Dionne Philp. The Chair declared the meeting as
quorate and welcomed observers and the three new Members of the Board.

2.

Declaration of interests by Board Members and Officers

2.1

There were no new declarations of interest.

3.

Minutes of the meeting held on 14 June 2016 and Matters Arising

3.1

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as an accurate record and
signed by the Chair, subject to the noting that Cllr Cyril Liddy attended as an
observer

3.2

It was confirmed that there were no actions arising from the minutes. All actions
had been completed or were progressing as planned. Jan Sexton confirmed that
the tree issues (detailed at 4a) had been resolved and Karen confirmed that
plans were being worked on for the Winstree Road Cul-de-sac (detailed at 4b).

4.

Voice your view

4.1

There were no Voice your view speakers.
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5.

Investors in People (IiP) Gold Award

5.1

Clare Laidler presented the conclusion and results of the IiP assessment for the
Gold Award.

5.2

Clare explained the assessment process and criteria, and praised CBH for
meeting over 187 evaluation criteria, where it was only necessary to meet 165 in
order to achieve the IiP Gold Award.

5.3

CBH was described as being genuinely and positively engaged, using IiP in
order to benefit the Company and its staff.

5.4

Clare Laidler presented the IiP Gold plaque to the Chair. Board thanked all
members of staff for their input towards this achievement.

6.

Approval of Company Accounts

6.1

Michael Hadjimichael presented the Financial Statements.

6.2

Decision: Board approved all recommendations listed (found at 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4
and 1.5), approving the

7.

Approval of updated Risk Management Policy & Strategy and Strategic
Risk Register

7.1

Michael Hadjimichael presented the revised Policy & Strategy and current
Strategic Risk Register. It was explained that the changes were cosmetic and
minor changes to the Strategy and Policy which had been recommended by
internal audit earlier this year.

7.2

Daniel Ellis queried the table at 4.2 of the Policy & Strategy, asking whether the
axes should be switched as they do not currently match the four quadrants.
Action: MH to double-check this and make adjustment as necessary.

7.3

Decision: Board approved the updated Risk Management Policy & Strategy and
the Strategic Risk Register.

8.

Resident Insight and Engagement Strategy

8.1

Jan Sexton read a statement on behalf of the TLCC, detailing the consultation on
this item and the importance of continuing the scrutiny work carried out by their
Members.

8.2

Karen Loweman presented and introduced the item, thanked all residents who
had been involved in the previous strategy and explained that this was a new
strategy to take over from the current Resident Involvement Strategy and had
been produced in line with best-practice guidance from the CIH and TPAS.

8.3

There had been much consultation with residents, partners and Board Members.
There would be further consultation on how the Strategy is working when it is
reviewed in 12 months time.
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8.4

It was explained that the bulk of the work within the action plan would happen or
commence in year one, but that insight activities would continue through years
two and three. The action plan can and will be updated, and updated versions
sent through to Board Members. Karen Loweman to ensure that Members
receive updated action plans.

8.5

Board questioned whether value for money considerations had been considered
in the shaping of the Strategy. It was confirmed that this had been one of the key
considerations when the Strategy was produced. CBH will be focused on getting
positive outcomes from all money spent, and for ensuring value for money by
identifying the most effective ways to engage with residents.

8.6

Members praised the work of the TLCC and were told that the aim was to raise
membership of that committee to around 12, if possible. The need to recruit
members with useful skills/abilities/experience was stressed.

8.7

Chair emphasised the importance of this Strategy, and the lessons which had
been learnt from its progress through consultation and Board Committees. Such
Key documents would in future be produced after Board Members had been
given an opportunity to provide direction and guidance as to what they would
wish them to contain and what priorities should be set.

8.8

Decision: Board accepted the Strategy and agreed that its progress should be
examined after 12 months.

9.

Information & Confidentiality Policy

9.1

Owen Howell introduced the amended policy and the report accompanying it.

9.2

A question was asked regarding whether data held in the cloud would count as
being transferred outside of the European Economic Area. Owen explained that
the Information Commissioner’s Office had produced guidance on how data
protection legislation should be applied to the storing of data in the Cloud and
would raise any effects of this on CBH’s move towards Cloud-based working.

9.3

Decision: Board accepted the revised Policy and noted that data security
considerations would be taken into account with any transfer of personal data on
to Cloud-based storage or systems.

10.

Code of Governance update and review

10.1

Owen Howell confirmed that two decisions were required: to approve the change
in content and to agree that the Health & Safety Policy Statement should, in
future, be signed annually be the Chief Executive and by the Chair of the Board.

10.2

The Chair clarified her concerns that the Chair should also sign the Health &
Safety Policy Statement in order to confirm that Board was ultimately liable for
health & safety within CBH.

10.3

Julie Parker informed Board that CIPFA/Solace have issued updated guidance
on Codes of Governance for 2016/17. This was noted.
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10.4

Action: Owen Howell to research the new guidance and highlight any changes
recommended for the CBH Code of Governance.

10.5

Decision: Board accepted the revised Code of Governance and agreed that the
Chair should sign the Health & Safety Policy Statement annually, alongside the
Chief Executive.

11.

Board Member Code of Conduct

11.1

Owen Howell introduced the revised Code of Conduct and highlighted the
substantive changes.

11.2

Decision: Board approved the revised Board Member Code of Conduct.

12.

STAR (Survey of Tenants & Residents) 2016

12.1

Jan Sexton gave a statement from the TLCC on the STAR results, noting the
improvements in service satisfaction levels since 2010. The TLCC would be
holding further meetings to examine the results contained in the STAR report.

12.2

Gerardine Murphy introduced the STAR results and highlighted the key figures.
She confirmed that the results would help to decide priorities for the next Medium
Term Delivery Plan.

12.3

It was confirmed that there would be an insert in Housing News & Views. The
four-page summary would be given, and also made available on the website and
via social media.

12.4

SMT and DMT would be meeting to discuss what actions will come from the
results and how they would be included in teams’ service plans.

12.5

Board highlighted the difference between the perception of anti-social behaviour
(ASB), and the actual experience of residents who have been affected by it. In
this survey, the company was able to record which respondents had experienced
ASB issues. These residents tended to have lower satisfaction rates in general.
Gerardine noted that satisfaction for individuals could still be low, even when
CBH has taken every action available in order to deal with the ASB experienced.

12.6

Board congratulated staff for their work in increasing residents’ satisfaction with
the services offered by CBH.

13.

Annual Report from the Finance & Audit (F&A) Committee

13.1

Nigel Chapman presented the report from his Committee. Board noted the report
and thanked the Committee for the audit and oversight work which it carried out
in the 2015/16 financial year.

14.

Annual Report for Gateway to Homechoice

14.1

Karen Loweman introduced the Gateway to Homechoice co-ordinator, Claire
Beckett and highlighted the most important information contained in the report.
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14.2

Claire Beckett noted the reduction in numbers registering via the Gateway, and
that the number of applicants in Colchester was still high, compared to other
local authorities participating in the scheme. She also noted the continuing
pressure on the system, as fewer lettings were becoming available and there is a
continuing lack of family-sized properties.

14.3

Board asked if it were possible to judge whether long waiting times were a result
of poor administration/slow processing or from high demand. Claire Beckett
explained that there were numerous reasons – e.g. a non-homeless applicant
waiting for a property to become available in a desired location would likely have
a long waiting time out of choice, and the most common cause of long waiting
times is a lack of the right type of property.

14.4

Regarding the types of applicants (as listed at 4.4 of the report) Karen Loweman
explained that CBH tries to allocate to each of the three types a third of
properties which become available. This is difficult, but keeping a balance helps
to ensure a movement of applicants into appropriate properties, whilst making
their original properties available for others.

14.5

Board queried the increase in number of households with armed-forces priority.
Karen Loweman explained that CBH staff regularly meet with garrison staff to try
to minimize the numbers needing to obtain social housing. Family liaison officers
work to make sure as many as possible can find private accommodation rather
than having to rely on the housing register. Many applicants who are leaving the
Armed Forces are subject to a quick or unexpected discharge.

14.6

CB explained that applicants could apply for properties in any participating area
(apart from homeless applicants). Reasons for people moving area were not
collected, although there would in future be a need to collect data on economic
migration between authorities within the Homechoice area.

14.7

The high number of Band B applicants was highlighted. This was explained as
being a result of high levels of homeless applicants in Colchester, who were
often assigned to Band B.

15.

Annual HR report

15.1

Angelique Ryan assured Board that the G&R Committee would be fully consulted
on the next HR Strategy.

15.2

Angelique noted the reduction in numbers of disciplinary and grievance cases
compared to the previous year. This indicates improvements in the recruitment
process and selection of successful candidates.

15.3

Reasons for employees leaving were given to Board, to illustrate the wide range
of different causes for employees leaving work at CBH.

15.4

Members discussed sickness levels. It was confirmed that job applicants could
not be asked about past sick leave. To address this, the probationary procedure
had been strengthened, with a review every four weeks, and extensions of
probation for those who have had more than one occurrence of sickness.
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Probationers can now be terminated owing to repeated sickness.
15.5

The new occupational health provider/scheme was discussed and Board were
informed that initial problems had been solved and that the system was now
working well.

15.6

The distorting effect of several long-term sickness cases was noted. Board were
informed that three people had retired owing to ill-health in the last 16 months.

16.

Finance Assurance report

16.1

Michael Hadjimichael presented the report and informed Board that good
progress had been made on the carry forwards requested (see 5.1 in the report).

16.2

Regarding delegated budgets mentioned at 4.3, significant progress has been
made, working closely with CBC. Lessons have been learned and changes
made.

16.3

The servicing contracts covered at 4.5 were discussed and Board were told that
the details could be discussed, but that this should take place in the confidential
session as the content of this discussion would likely be commercially sensitive.

17.

Performance Assurance report

17.1

Karen Loweman presented the KPIs which were currently rated Amber or Red
(KPIs not currently meeting target levels).

17.2

The high number of households in B&Bs owed to a continuing high level of
demand for accommodation compared to a low rate of properties becoming
available.

17.3

The percentage of Stage 1 complaints upheld owed, in a part, to a low overall
number of complaints being logged in Q1 of 2016/17.

17.4

Former tenant arrears are collected by CBC, with a tough aspirational target set.
The CBC team are working hard to achieve this.

17.5

The system for Rent collection was explained and, although this is currently just
below target, it was expected that this target would be met by year end.

17.6

Karen informed Members that there is an annual performance review meeting for
the Operations Committee at which HouseMark enable us to compare CBH’s
performance with other housing providers in the East of England.

18.

Committee Minutes

18.1

Committee Chairs presented minutes from their respective Committees’
meetings.
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19.

Forward Look

19.1

Owen Howell informed Board that the next Forward Look would be compiled in
the coming few months, and that the venue for the 2016 AGM had been set as
St. John’s Church Community Hall.

19.2

It was pointed out that the Trading Strategy review had been rolled forward a
number of times and should be considered for tabling at a future meeting. It was
also requested that the Trading Protocol be reviewed. Chair agreed and
explained that a meeting of the Business Opportunities Panel would be
scheduled for the Trading Protocol to be discussed and recommendations put
together for Board to consider alongside other trading issues.

19.3

Gareth Mitchell expanded on this to explain that DMT would be considering the
Trading Strategy and associated matters, with the intent to bring this to Board for
consideration in December.

19.4

Action: Owen Howell to amend Board and Committee work plans accordingly.

20.

Any other business

20.1

Chair welcomed Matthew Sterling who had been appointed as the Council
Representative on an interim basis.
With no further business, the open meeting concluded at 6.54pm.
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List of Actions arising from Board Meeting held on 12 September 2016
Item

Action

Who

By when

Done

DoR

12 Oct ‘16



BAO

1 Jan ‘17

Not
due

BAO

12 Oct ‘16



12 September 2016
7.2

10.4

19.4

MH to double-check quadrant position in
4.2 of the Risk Management Policy &
Strategy
Owen Howell to research new
CIPFA/Solace guidance and highlight any
changes recommended for the CBH Code
of Governance.
Owen Howell to amend Board and
Committee work plans to show changes
agreed
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, Colchester

AGENDA ITEM:

5

SUBJECT:

Strategic Risk Register

REPORT BY:

Michael Hadjimichael, Director of Resources
 01206 507815
 Michael.hadjimichael@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Purpose

1.1

To approve the Strategic Risk Register and progress on mitigating actions.

1.2

For the board to suggest and consider any emerging risks that should be
included on the strategic risk register.

2.

Background & Content

2.1

The Board approved a revised Risk Management Strategy at its meeting on
12 September 2016. Under this strategy the Finance and Audit Committee
(F&A) has a remit to scrutinise the Risk Register and to report to the Board on
high-level and difficult to manage risks. This is now a standing item on the
agenda for all future meetings.

2.2

Strategic Risk Register
The Strategic Risk Register was presented at the most recent F&A meeting
on 5 October 2016. No new emerging risks were identified by the Committee.

2.3

The register can be found at Appendix 1.

2.4

New Risks
No new strategic risks have been identified since the last report. However,
members are to be aware of a potential emerging risk relating to the Maytree
Court Sheltered Scheme closure that was announced in July 2016. This
continues to be on the watch-list but at this stage remains effectively
managed and will stay on the Housing Directorate Operational Risk Register
for the time being.
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Removed Risks
2.5

No risks have been removed from the register since the last meeting.

2.6

Progress on Further Actions:
All previously reported completed actions (three actions) have been removed
from the register. All risk scores remain unchanged.

2.7

Disaster Recovery Testing
In our Annual Governance Statement (AGS) that was signed by Board in
September, it has been stated that a Disaster Recovery (DR) test will take
place this year. Extensive planning has now been completed and the Senior
Management Team has been tasked to review their Business Continuity
Plans and ensure they are as up to date as possible.
We plan to conduct the following tests:
• A Communications Test – to ensure that the communication tree is
complete and robust.
• ICT Test – to ensure that all staff with access to remote working are
able to work if access to main office locations was compromised.
• Lone-worker Testing – the vast majority of our mobile workforce
operate on their own and all have been issued with a lone-working
safety device. We plan to deliberately ‘lose’ someone within the
Borough and see how long it takes us to physically find them.
We also planned to do a resident-based DR test. However, the unfortunate
fire at Harrison Court in September has resulted in several learning points that
would not have been identified via a desktop exercise.

3.

Financial Implications

3.1

Robust risk management and financial management is required to ensure that
service delivery is not compromised and that financial exposure is mitigated.

4.

Value for Money Implications

4.1

Strong financial control will identify and drive efficiencies, enabling resources
(both financial and people) to service provisions that may require it.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

All Senior members of staff review their operational risks on a quarterly basis
and are escalating risks if deemed necessary. Risk management training will
be provided to managers later in the year.

6.

Residents at the Heart Implications

6.1

An action plan, including a communications strategy, will be developed to
ensure that the impact of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 is explained to
residents and those affected will be assisted where possible.
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7.

Legal, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

7.1

All of the above are given due consideration when determining the risk
exposure to the organisation. Where the position is unclear, professional third
party advice is sought.

8.

Risk Management

8.1

If the Company does not have a robust Risk Management Strategy and Action
Plan, then its progress to achieving its key goals will be impaired or
unachievable.

9.

Appendices

9.1




Appendix 1 – Strategic Risk Register
Appendix 2 – Risk Heat Map
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05a. att 1&2 Strategic Risk Register

CBH Risk Register - 2016/17
Risk
No

1

Risk Name

Reliance on CBC's
Contractual
Relationship with
CAPITA to Deliver
CBH's IT
Requirements leads to computer
failure to meet
business needs

Possible Consequences

ITEM 5 APPENDIX 1

Risk Type

Unmitigated
Score

Assurances

Current Score

Risk Owner

Further Actions
1) Fundamental review of the CAPITA relationship with CBH (through CBC) with a
view to getting closer to the provider and reducing bureaucracy. (Rethink the whole
approach).

Service delivery impeded, restricted
or compromised by IT systems
breaking down or not meeting new
business requirements, resulting in
poor service and additional cost

Technological /
Economic and
Financial /
Reputational

15

New relationship manager arrangement in place from late
2014 with CBC. Agreed list of prioritised works now in
place and programme considered at Principal Liaison
meetings

15

Director of Resources

2) SMARTen up user specifications from CBH to CBC and improve process of
implementation controls.
3) Performance Management Action Plan developed for redesign of reporting and
new structure

2

3

Reduced Performance - Increase in
complaints and loss of reputation
Reduction in Council's confidence in
CBH through failing to meet key
expectation

Relationship with
CBC not
maintained or
effective

Detract focus of Board and senior
management leading to damaging
service delivery and new initiatives,
ultimately closure of ALMO.

Increasing financial pressure on
tenants leading to possibility of
increasing rent arrears, possible
transfers and increase in
homelessness, increase in court
actions

Reputational/
Professional/
Economical

Reputational

4

Impact of Welfare
Reform adversely
affecting the ability
to collect rents from
tenants

5

Management Fee reduced or cut
Impact of
and not being able to maintain
government policy
contracted level of services. CBH
on financial viability
service delivery adversely affected
of organisation
due to financial constraints

Economic/
Reputational

Reduction in social housing due to
RTB extension, selling vacant high
value properties, 'pay to stay' and
changes in planning requirements

Economic/
Reputational

6

Impact of the
Housing and
Planning Act 2016

Economic/
Reputational

12

Ring fence new business wherever possible.
Trading protocol created. Business Opportunities Panel
in place.
Financial Risk Management for new
business agreed.

12

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels.
Chief Executive keeping a watching brief that these are
maintained and effective.

15

Increased resources to support tenants to maintain
payment and claim Discretionary Housing payments;
Close work with CBC Housing Benefits. Revision to
financial inclusion strategy. Creation of digital inclusion
strategy. Worklessness strategy. Increased payment
methods available.Increased financial support and
assistance. Increased opportunity for DD. Staff trained.
Tenants affected by spare room subsidy reduced to 1377
of which 307 have a reduction of 14%. Impact on non
payment of rent is minimal.

15

Established regular liaison between CE and CBC Head of
Service. Established regular formal meetings CE CBH
and CE CBC. Established regular CBC/CBH Delivery
Plan meetings. Annual management fee budget setting
process. Annually agreed Delivery Plan. Regular liaison
with Portfolio Holder.

15

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels and
work closely with CBC colleagues to ensure impact is
minimalised to continue to provide a social housing
solution that fits the requirements of the Borough.

Target Score

9

6

The trading subsidiary has been rejected by
CBC for the time being. Trading activities to be
increased within CBH. Appropriate accounting
controls and transparency of activity are
already in place. Opportunities for works in the
education sector are progressing well.

4

Increasing Confidence has been identified as a
key component of the 'future proofing' project.
The appointment of the new CEO, who worked
for CBC, should further strengthen the
relationship between the two organisations.

9

Financial inclusion team supporting those in
financial difficulty. Postive outcomes achieved
from this and Grant agreement with CAB for
debt advice. On going partnerhsip for delivery
of change with the local Job Centre Plus.

10

2016/17 Budget approved by Board. £200k
savings on the management fee were requested
by CBC and have been identified. DMT
continually review operations to maintain
efficiencies and will strive to 'plug gaps' in
funding by developing trading initiatives (risk
2).

10

The Bill gained Royal Ascent in May. The
impact is currently being assessed and an
action plan will be developed once sufficient
information is available.

Ongoing

9

6

Ongoing

2) Carry out a core business risk assessment before agreeing new projects.

Ongoing

Chief Executive/Director of 3) Separate functions as far as possible through the subsidiary (look at why we
should trade paper)
Resources

Chief Executive

Ongoing

1) Properly resourced initiatives.

Ongoing

4) Assessment for each project

Ongoing

5) Establish a trading subsidary

On-Hold

1) No surprises, no blame culture:- Celebrate what is good - One organisation where there is a joint accountability across teams and resolve

On-Going

Comments

CBC's Corporate ICT Strategy presented to
DMT in March 2016 to move the overall
infrastructure to the 'cloud' and will help CBH
implement its own revised ICT strategy. The
Performance Management Review has now
been completed, with an action plan in place to
deliver agreed changes. CBC have commenced
a review of it's Housing Management suite of
applications, and have expressed a keen-ness
for CBH to be involved in the decision making
for a proposed solution.

Ongoing

Mar-17

4) Look at alternatives to CAPITA for new business.
New Trading
Opportunities
Detract from Core
Business and
income achieved
through new
ventures is
insufficient

Status

Review approach/methodology for collated information and monitoring and consider
resourcing requirements where necessary

On-Going
On-Going
Develop partnership with the DWP to make most effective use of resources
Welfare Reform Strategic Action Group set up with key partners within CBC and CBH On-Going
12

Director of Housing

Continual Review and reforecasting of the financial position to enable efficient
deployment of resources
10

Director of Resources

Implementation of Private Sector Letting Scheme (PSL) to offset escalating costs of
Temporary Accommodation

Oct-16

To Review the Captial Investment Programme due to the likely funding drop from
2018.

Dec-16

Engage CBC for early discussions as to possible consequences for the social
housing provision in the Borough
15

On-Going

On-Going

DMT
Develop Action Plan to manage the impact of the new regulations

TBC

15

16

CBH Risk Register 2016.17 - Heat Map

ITEM 5 APPENDIX 2

Current Score
Impact of Jul'15
Budget
Announcement
on fin. viability of

Impact of
Housing and
Planning Bill

Reliance on
Capita

10

13

New Trading
Opportunites
detract from core
business

Relationship with
CBC not
maintained or
effective

15

16

Impact of
Welfare Reform

9

12

14

3

5

8

11

1

2

4

7

Likelihood

6

Impact

17
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, Colchester

AGENDA ITEM:
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SUBJECT:

Equality Strategy & Objectives and annual Equality and Diversity
Report

REPORT BY:

Claire Holland, Equality and Diversity Officer
 (01206) 282682
 claire.holland@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required
For the Board to approve the new Colchester Borough Homes Equality Strategy
2016-2019 and Equality Objectives.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The purpose of the report is to give the Board an annual update of progress to
date against existing equality objectives of Colchester Borough Homes and to
introduce draft new Equality Objectives, as part of the new draft Equality
Strategy for Colchester Borough Homes.

3.

Background

3.1

Colchester Borough Homes’ current Equality Strategy runs from 2013-2016. The
new draft Equality Strategy and Action Plan is set to replace the existing strategy
and action plan once approved.

3.2

The Strategy also introduces new Equality Objectives in line with the public
sector equality duty to set new equality objectives every four years.

4.

Progress to date against existing Equality Objectives

4.1

Since being set in April 2012, Colchester Borough Homes has made steady
progress against existing Equality Objectives. Throughout the four years
progress has been reviewed by the Staff Equality and Diversity Work Group, the
tenant and leaseholder Equality Focus Group, CBH Equality Ambassadors,
Governance and Remuneration Committee and the Board.

4.2

Notable achievements include:
• Carrying out an Equal Pay Audit in 2014
• Organisation-wide equality and diversity training, including the Board
19

•

•
•
•

Working with Colchester Institute, a bespoke training workshop called
‘Respect Difference’ covering equality, diversity and busting myths about
social housing tenants was rolled out to involved tenants and
leaseholders
In January 2016, CBH signed up to Mindful Employer. This is a charter of
voluntary principles that helps employers support staff with mental health
issues.
In 2016, Creating a new way for tenants and leaseholders to engage with
Colchester Borough Homes regarding equality and diversity – the
Equality Ambassadors
As part of Black History Month 2016, a letter was sent to all female lead
and joint CBH tenants with a Black and Asian Minority Ethnicity to
encourage engagement, as engagement and or involvement with this
group is traditionally low at CBH, to promote the events happening
throughout the Borough to celebrate Black History Month, specifically the
Women’s Conference on 6 October 2016.

4.3

Since the introduction of the Equality Act 2010, CBH has worked with tenants,
leaseholders, residents, staff, partners and the wider communities in the
borough to ensure the general duty under the Act is met.

4.4

The General Duty states a public authority must, in the exercise of its functions,
have due regard to the need to:
•
•
•

4.5

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under the Act;
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

Throughout the years 2012 – 2016, CBH has met the specific duties as set out
under the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Equality Act 2010, namely,
•
•

Publish information to demonstrate their compliance with the Equality
Duty, by 31 January 2012, and then at least annually
Set equality objectives, by 6 April 2012 and then at least every four
years

4.6

Further information about equality and diversity at Colchester Borough Homes,
including the annual Equality Report that states our equality data held on tenants
and staff, can be found at www.cbhomes.org.uk/equality

5.

Draft Equality Strategy and Action Plan 2016-2019

5.1

The draft Equality Strategy sets out:
• Colchester Borough Homes’ commitment to equality and diversity
• Progress to date on current objectives
• What CBH currently does in terms of equality and diversity
• What CBH does to meet its legal requirement and obligations under the
Equality Act 2010 and the Public Sector Equality Duty
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5.2

The Action Plan has been developed by:
• Considering progress to date against current objectives
• Considering the priorities of the organisation
• Looking at current tenant data in terms of equality and diversity
• Consulting with tenants, leaseholders, staff and
• Aligning the action plan with the Social Housing Equality Framework, that
CBH is being assessed against in March 2017
• Ensuring the action plan helps CBH to meet its legal requirement and
obligations under the Equality Act 2010 general duty and the Public
Sector Equality Duty

6.

Additional Information

6.1

At the time of drafting the new Equality Strategy and Action Plan, CBH were
awaiting the results of the Survey of Tenants And Residents (STAR survey). The
STAR compares satisfaction levels of tenants and leaseholders, both with
previous surveys and with other landlords. Results of the survey will be analysed
and any relevant actions coming out of the survey will be added to the action
plan.

6.2

The results of the STAR Survey have now been released. These will be
reviewed with the Equality Ambassadors – see paragraph 12.2 for details about
the Equality Ambassadors - a group of involved tenants who meet quarterly.

6.3

Some findings of the STAR survey relating to equality and diversity include:
•
•

•

Tenants aged over 65 had a significantly higher level of satisfaction than
anyone else (92%), with the 35-49 age group being least the least
satisfied (74%).
Satisfaction was broadly comparable between disabled and non-disabled
tenants, but disabled tenants were significantly more satisfied with the
quality of home, repairs & maintenance and the last completed repair
than tenants without a disability.
For black and minority ethnic (BME) tenants, satisfaction was
exceptionally high on value for money for rent (93% compared to 67% for
white British respondents). BME tenants were, however, considerably
less satisfied with their neighbourhood (78% versus 89%).

6.4

Consultation with the Equality Ambassadors will be used to ensure the Equality
Strategy action plan and objectives are addressing the needs of residents in
Colchester, with the plan and objectives being added to where required.

6.5

In March 2017, Colchester Borough Homes is going to be assessed against the
Social Housing Equality Framework (SHEF). The SHEF aims to help
organisations integrate their commitments to promote equality and diversity into
their day-to-day work. The SHEF comprises five performance areas:
• Knowing your customers
• Leadership, partnership and organisational commitment
• Involving your customers
• Responsive services, access and customer care
• A skilled and committed workforce
21

6.6

To prepare for the assessment a two day mock assessment will be carried out in
December 2016.

6.7

CBH is due to carry out organisation-wide equality and diversity training. Quotes
are currently being obtained with training to be started as soon as possible.

7.

Risk Management

7.1

Colchester Borough Homes has to show how it is meeting its legal obligations
under the Equality Act 2010 and the Public Sector Equality Duty. Having an
Equality Strategy and Action Plan, along with our Equality Impact Assessments
(EqIAs) and information published on our website go some way to showing how
CBH are meeting its duties.

7.2

It is also a legal obligation to publish at least one equality objective every four
years and to annually publish equality and diversity information relating to our
customers and staff, where available. If CBH fails to meet these obligations, then
it leaves itself open to challenge, and subject to review by the Equality and
Human Rights Commission.

8.

HR Implications

8.1

There are some actions within the draft Equality Strategy and action plan that
apply specifically to the Human Resources team. The action plan clearly sets out
who is responsible for each action. Progress against actions will be monitored
regularly by DMT/SMT and by the Board annually.

8.2

HR continues to complete EqIAs on all new and existing HR policies and
strategies.

9.

Legal & Financial Implications

9.1

CBH need to ensure that they are complying with the Equality Act 2010 and the
Public Sector Equality Duty. As an employer and provider of public services,
Colchester Borough Homes may face legal challenges from individuals who
have been discriminated against because of discriminatory practices, however
unintended.

9.2

Unlike legal cases brought through employment tribunals, those brought on
grounds of discrimination do not have upper limits set on potential financial
penalties so it is imperative that CBH meets its responsibilities to ensure it does
not discriminate in order to avoid the potential for significant financial claims.

9.3

If CBH go ahead with being reviewed against the Social Housing Equality
Framework the financial cost will be an initial fee of £7,400, plus VAT and
expenses, with the award lasting three years. CBH would then need to be
reaccredited at cost of £4,000 plus VAT and expenses.
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10.

Value for Money

10.1 None
11.

Health & Safety Implications

11.1 None
12.

Equality & Diversity Implications

12.1 The entirety of this report is about equality and diversity. The EqIA can be found
at: http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/eia
13.

Residents at the Heart

13.1 The Equality and Diversity Officer will continue to work with the Resident
Involvement and Enabling Team Leader to identify areas where equality and
diversity can help CBH to place residents at the heart of what we do, and ensure
all people deemed to have a protected characteristic are considered by CBH.
In December 2015 a new group of involved tenants was formed to replace the
13.2 Equality Focus Group, called Equality Ambassadors. The main aims and
objectives of the Ambassadors are:
•

For Equality Ambassadors to develop, shape and improve CBH Services
in terms of equality and diversity

•

To ensure equality and diversity is considered at meetings for involved
tenants and leaseholders

•

To hold CBH to account and act as critical friends to ensure CBH
complies with its duties under the Equality Act 2010, the General Duty
and the Public Sector Equality Duty

For further information on the Equality Ambassadors please contact the Equality
and Diversity Officer.
14.

Decision Required?

14.1 Yes
15.

Appendices

15.1 The following documents are appended to this report:
•
•

Appendix 1 – Draft Equality Strategy
Appendix 2 – Draft Equality Strategy Action Plan
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Glossary

CBH

Colchester Borough Homes

CBL

Choice Based Lettings

EDWG

Equality and Diversity Work Group

EHRC

Equality and Human Rights Commission

EqIAs

Equality Impact Assessments

GEO

Government Equalities Office

PSED

Public Sector Equality Duties

CHO’s

Community Housing Officers
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1. Introduction & purpose
At Colchester Borough Homes, we are committed to tackling discrimination,
promoting equal opportunities, valuing diversity and ensuring that everyone
can access and use our services and has the opportunity to participate in their
community.
This applies to everyone who applies to us for housing, everyone who applies
to us for support, every existing tenant, leaseholder and service user, every
applicant for a job or contract and every existing staff and Board member.
This Equality Strategy outlines our commitment to equality and diversity and
sets out how we intend to meet the requirements of the Equality Act 2010,
and in particular the Public Sector Equality Duty.
In developing this strategy we have consulted with our partners, stakeholders
and communities. We will continue to work closely with them to implement this
strategy, build upon our work and achievements to date as well as meeting
our statutory requirements.
We all have a responsibility to tackle discrimination and ensure we do not
discriminate on any unreasonable grounds. We also expect that our individual
Board members, staff, contractors, partner organisations, tenants, and
leaseholders will do all they can to treat people fairly.

2. Background
Since January 2012, as required by the Public Sector Equality Duty, we
publish annually the equality information we hold on our tenants and staff.
In April 2012 we published our first Equality Objectives:
• To embed equality and diversity throughout the organisation to ensure
that all staff and board members develop a greater understanding of
equality and diversity, and the communities we serve.
• To develop our policies, strategies and services in consultation with our
tenants and leaseholders to ensure they are open, accessible, easy to
understand and meet the diverse needs of our communities.
• To encourage greater resident involvement that is representative of the
communities we serve.
• To build on and develop relationships with key community and
voluntary sector partners representing people across the protected
characteristics to encourage greater representation and understanding
of the protected characteristics.
• For CBH to have a workplace culture where there is a zero tolerance
approach towards bullying, harassment and discrimination, where all
employees are treated fairly and with respect and enjoy working for us.
• To work towards a CBH workforce that reflects the profile of its tenants
and leaseholders and to recruit and retain staff who have the
knowledge, skills and commitment to meet the diverse needs of our
tenants and leaseholders.

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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2.1
Key achievements and outcomes from 2012 equality objectives
include:
• Meeting our requirements to annually publish Equality Data we hold on
tenants and staff of Colchester Borough Homes
• Ensuring regular updates are provided to Governance and
Remuneration Committee and Board
• Continuing to use Equality Impact Assessments as a tool for ensuring
equality and diversity is considered when developing, policies,
strategies and services
• Holding Equality and Diversity training for staff and Board members
• Improving the equality data held on tenants
• Joint working between the Equality and Diversity Officer and Resident
Involvement and Enabling Team leader on a bespoke project to
promote and train tenants in Equality and Diversity
• Carrying out an Equal Pay Audit in 2015
2.2
Where we want to be
This Equality and Diversity Strategy outlines our key priorities for action to
promote equality and diversity and to challenge discrimination.
The aims of the strategy are:
• To make sure we meet our responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010
and the public Sector Equality Duty;
• To creating a fair environment within CBH;
• To show leadership for the promotion of equality and diversity in
Colchester
• To challenge discrimination and promote equality and diversity in
service delivery and employment;
• To embed equalities in all CBH work; and
• To encourage resident involvement in CBH to ensure the services we
provide have relevance for all our customers and communities.
2.3
Overall goal for the future
Within the next three years we want Colchester Borough Homes to have
equality and diversity fully embedded into its culture, practices and services.
To help us to achieve this we will work towards the equality objectives set out
in this strategy, using the action plan to record progress against each
objective.
Chartered Institute of Housing’s Equality Charter
Colchester Borough Homes signed up to the Chartered Institute of Housing’s
Equality Charter in 2012.
The Charter has been developed as a flexible framework to help housing
organisations to identify what outcomes a fair and accessible housing service
can deliver. The charter includes a set of commitments which are
underpinned by a range of outcomes. The charter consists of two core
elements:

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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•
•

Who we are: inclusive leadership and organisational culture
Who we serve: involved and empowered customers in the communities
where we work.

Sign up to the charter is voluntary and based on self-assessment. Selfassessment was carried out by the Equality and Diversity Officer, and
members of the Senior Management Team and the Directors Management
Team. Actions required for us to fully meet the commitments and outcomes of
the Charter have been included in the action plan.
Social Housing Equality Framework (SHEF)
Colchester Borough Homes has carried out an initial self-assessment against
the Local Government Association’s Social Housing Equality Framework
(SHEF), which has been developed inline with the Equality Framework for
Local Government, but is specifically for housing providers, including ALMO’s
in 2013. The Framework has three levels, developing, achieving and
excellent.
Colchester Borough Homes are aiming to be peer assessed against the
Framework in 2016/17.

2.4

Action Plan

The action plan sets out how we intend to meet our equality objectives over
the next four years, and will be used to record progress against achieving
those objectives. The Equality and Diversity Officer, Directors Management
Team, Senior Management Team, staff Equality and Diversity Work Group
and the tenant and leaseholder Equality Ambassadors will review and update
the action plan regularly, with the board receiving an update at least annually.

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Equality Strategy and Equality Objectives Action Plan 2016 – 2019
Service Area Objective – Governance
•

To ensure the board is well equipped with the knowledge they need to lead an organisation committed to equality,
diversity and inclusion

Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Carry out a skills audit to understand what equality,
diversity and inclusion skills and knowledge there is on
the board

HR and Governance
Manager and Equality and
Diversity Officer

Assist the board with relevant equality, diversity and
inclusion training

HR and Governance
Manager and Equality and
Diversity Officer

November 2016

Supply the board with regular equality, diversity and
inclusion briefings

Equality and Diversity
Officer

Quarterly starting
January 2017

Supply the board with progress reports on meeting the
equality objectives

Equality and Diversity
Officer

Annually

Equality Ambassadors to report to the board and help the
board to challenge equality, diversity and inclusion at
CBH

Resident Involvement and Annually, starting
Enabling Team Leader and 2017
Equality and Diversity
Officer

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Service Area Objective – Housing management
•

To promote resident scrutiny and community cohesion

Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Deliver the new Customer Insight and Engagement
Strategy and Action Plan

Head of Housing, Housing
Manager and Resident
Involvement and Enabling
Team Leader

Engage with vulnerable people and hard to reach groups
through Make a Difference Days (MAD)

Head of Housing, Housing
Manager and Resident
Involvement and Enabling
Team Leader, CHO’s

March to
October
Annually

Promote how to report a ‘Hate Crime’ to CBH

Community Safety
Manager, Anti-Social
Behaviour Team

TBC

Work with frontline staff on recognising and reporting
hate crime and domestic abuse

Community Safety
Manager, Anti-Social
Behaviour Team

TBC

Record and analyse translation and interpretation

Users of services, Equality
and Diversity Officer

TBC

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Targeting prevention of single men aged 45-60 at risk of
eviction to maintain their tenancies

Tenancy Support Team,
Community Safety
Manager and Head of
Housing

Develop and understand the needs of tenants and
leaseholders with mental health issues

All staff, led by SMT

Date action
required by
TBC

Progress to date

TBC

Service Area Objective – Equality and Diversity
•

To continue to meet our legal obligations under the Equality Act 2010 and Public Sector Equality Duty

Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Empower the Equality Ambassadors through training and
coaching to take on an active critical friend role at CBH

Equality and Diversity
Officer and Resident
Involvement and Enabling
Team Leader

All staff to be inducted and trained in equality, diversity
and inclusion

All Staff and Board
members, led by the
Equality and Diversity
Officer
Equality and Diversity
Officer and Service
Improvement Officer, DMT
and SMT

Look at customer satisfaction overall with CBH services,
(results of STAR Survey) including in relation to
complaints and protected characteristics

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Be assessed against the Social Housing Equality
Framework in 2016-17

Equality and Diversity
Officer, DMT, SMT and all
staff

Date action
required by
Mock
assessment
December 2016
Actual
assessment by
end of March
2016

Progress to date

Date action
required by
Annually
starting January
2017

Progress to date

Service Area Objective – HR
•

To support a diverse and progressive workforce

Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Monitor recruitment, starters and leavers by protected
characteristic to ensure equal opportunities in
employment at CBH

HR and Governance
Manager, HR Team,
Equality and Diversity
Officer

Include equality, diversity and inclusion questions as part
of the recruitment process

HR and Governance
Manager, HR Team,
Equality and Diversity
Officer

TBC

Work with the Learning and development committee to
ensure equal opportunities in training and development

HR and Governance
Manager, HR Team

Ongoing

Engage with staff to enable better collection of equality

HR and Governance

By December

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Date action
required by
2016

and diversity data of staff

Manager, HR Team,
Equality and Diversity
Officer

Review recruitment process and where vacancies are
advertised to ensure wider range of applicants for future
vacancies

HR and Governance
Manager, HR Team,
Equality and Diversity
Officer

Starting January
2017

Continue to retain Investors in People accreditation

HR and Governance
Manager, HR Team, DMT,
SMT and All Staff

Achieved Gold
2016

Progress to date

Service Area Objective – Property services
•

To increase the satisfaction towards the repairs service

Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Use customer data and profiling information (when
available) before planning projects or visiting customers
to help inform how staff act

Head of Operations and
Operatives

Involve tenants and leaseholders from across the
protected characteristics when consulting on service
planning or changes in service provision

Head of Operations, Clerk
of Works, Works Manager

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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Actions required to meet objective

Responsible Officer

Contact customers at the earliest opportunity if changes
are required to their appointment date/time

Repairs team

Use the results of the STAR survey to improve customer
satisfaction

Head of Operations, DMT
and SMT

Date action
required by

Progress to date

Please note that this action plan is still in draft form and awaiting input from all service areas. In addition, the equality
objectives may change following;
•
•
•

the publication of the STAR Survey results
the results of feedback from DMT and SMT
the results of feedback from the Equality Ambassadors and the wider communities who are still currently
consulting on the strategy and action plan
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3. Consultation
Colchester Borough Homes is committed to consulting with our tenants and
leaseholders, potential tenants and leaseholders, all our communities and
staff.
This strategy has been consulted on by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

holding a task and finish Group with current involved tenants and
leaseholders
holding a task and finish group with the staff Equality and Diversity
Work Group
communicating with all staff via the Staff Forum and communications
on the staff intranet site
Asking community groups for their input on the strategy and action plan
Consulting with managers from across the organisation to develop the
objectives within the action plan
Consulting with the Governance and Remuneration Committee

Make sure that the public have access to information and services
Customer Service Centre staff can help customers with information and
access to services in a way that suits their needs; including face-to-face,
phone, e-mail and on-line.
We publish Housing News and Views every four months and deliver it to every
tenant and interactively via the website. Housing News and Views provides
tenants with as much information as possible about the services the
organisation provides and plans for the future.
We also publish Leaseholder News annually to provide our leaseholders with
news and information.
We provide information on our plans, policies and services via our website.
We also use interpretation or translation services for our tenants and
leaseholders where appropriate to do so.
Feedback
Following the consultation, feedback will be published on our website.
In addition we will monitor the impact of our activities with regard to the
Equality Strategy through the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Colchester Borough Homes STAR Survey
Customer Satisfaction surveys
Equality and Diversity Workgroup
Employment monitoring data
Equality Ambassadors

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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4. References
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equality Act 2010
Public Sector Equality Duty
Equality and Human Rights guidance
Equality and Human Rights Commission website
Government Equalities Office website
Government Equalities Office guidance documents including:
o Equality Act 2010 – Public Sector Equality Duty quick start guide
for public sector organisations June 2011
o Equality Act 2010 – specific duties to support the equality duty
quick start guide for public sector organisations October 2011

5. Related documents
•
•

CBH Equality and Diversity Annual Report 2014-15
CBH Equality Impact Assessments (EqIAs) where appropriate – see
our website for published EqIAs
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Appendix 1 - Who we are and what we do
Colchester Borough Homes is an Arms’ Length Management Organisation or
ALMO. We were set up in August 2003 by Colchester Borough Council. We
are 100% owned by the council. We exist to provide tenancy management
and maintenance services for council homes.
How We Are Managed
The Board
The Board is responsible for our strategic direction and is a mixture of
councillors, tenants and leaseholders, and independent members.
Directors Management Team
Our Directors Management Team is made up of the following:
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive Officer - has overall responsibility for the leadership
of Colchester Borough Homes,
Director of Housing - has overall responsibility for Housing
Management Services.
Director of Property Services - has overall responsibility for running
an effective repairs and maintenance service
Director of Resources - key responsibilities are Corporate Services
including Finance, Audit, risk and financial strategy.

Senior Management Team
The senior management team is in charge of the day to day running of the
organisation.
More Details on Our Services
We provide a whole range of services, which include:
• Repairs and Maintenance
• Sheltered Housing & Supporting People
• Leaseholder management
• Tenant Involvement
• Tenancy Management (e.g. rent collection, lettings, anti-social
behaviour)
• Housing Support services

Our aims and objectives
As an organisation we exist to serve the people of Colchester, and we are
committed to working together with Colchester Borough Council (CBC) and
other partners to contribute to the goals of our customers and the wider
community. Our motto is Proud to serve our customers and communities.
We are committed to our key company values (“The CBH Way”) and focus on
these in the planning and delivery of our services:

Equality and Diversity Strategy and Action Plan – CH last updated 16 09 21
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•
•
•
•
•

Building Trust We will work with customers to build trust in our
services
Delivering Tenant Led Services We will work with customers to
improve what we do, and promote fair and equal services for all
Commitment to Our Communities We will offer customers services
they can rely on, which respect the needs of the community and
individuals
Delivering Professional Services Our staff are highly trained to
enable customers to receive a knowledgeable response
Providing Value for money In everything we do

Appendix 2 - Equality Act 2010 and our responsibilities as a service
provider
The Equality Act 2010 streamlines and consolidates over 100 pieces of
legislation that relate to equality and diversity in the UK and replaced the
existing anti-discrimination laws with a single Act. The Equality Duty consists
of a general duty, set out in the Act itself, and specific duties imposed through
regulations.
The General Duty
The General Duty states a public authority must, in the exercise of its
functions, have due regard to the need to:
• eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under this Act;
• advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
• foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
To CBH, having due regard means that we consciously think about the three
aims of the Equality Duty as part of any decision-making process that CBH
makes. This means that consideration of equality issues must influence the
decisions reached by CBH, for example, how we act as employers; how we
develop, evaluate and review our policies and strategies, how we design,
deliver and evaluate our services, and how we commission and procure from
others.

Public Sector Equality Duty
The Public Sector Equality Duties require public bodies to:
•
•

Publish information to demonstrate their compliance with the
Equality Duty, by 31 January 2012, and then at least annually.
Set equality objectives, by 6 April 2012 and then at least every
four years.
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Publish information
We met this deadline and published information relating to our staff, tenants
and leaseholders, where available, by protected characteristic. The
information includes statistics on:
• people that have applied for housing with CBH via the Gateway
to Home Choice, choice based lettings scheme;
• tenants that are currently housed with CBH; and
• the make-up of our workforce
Full details of the information published are available on our website:
http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/equality-and-diversity/equality-information/

Appendix 3 - What is equality and diversity and what are the
protected characteristics?
What is equality and diversity?
Equality and diversity can be defined in many ways, but we see them as
being:
• Equality means treating everyone with fairness and respect and
appropriately to their needs. We recognise that people have different
needs, situations and goals, and work with our customers to ensure our
services meet their needs
•

Diversity means recognising that individuals are unique. We aim to
use these differences to the benefit of the organisation and our
customers.
We believe in recognising these differences to help us to create a
productive and effective workforce that delivers services to our diverse
communities.

Protected Characteristics
The Equality Act 2010 protects people from discrimination on the basis of
‘protected characteristics’ (these used to be called ‘grounds’ or ‘equality
strands’).The protected characteristics are:
Disability
According to the Equality Act 2010, disability is defined as:
“A physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term
adverse effect on a person's ability to carry out normal day-to-day
activities.”
The Equality Act 2010 changed the definition of disability and to qualify for
protection from discrimination, a disabled person no longer has to show that
their impairment affects a particular ‘capacity’, such as mobility or speech,
hearing or eyesight.
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Previously protection extending wider than the person’s own protected
characteristic – such as protection from discrimination because of association
and perception – applied only to race, religion or belief, and sexual
orientation. Now it applies to sex, disability and gender reassignment as well.
Transgender and Gender reassignment
The process of transitioning from one gender to another.
•
•

Trans people may or may not choose to alter their bodies hormonally
and/or surgically. Known as gender reassignment or transition this is
usually a complex process that takes place over a long period of time.
The Sex Discrimination Act (SDA) contains protections for people who
plan to undergo, are undergoing, or have undergone gender
reassignment. Some transgender people are not covered by the
gender reassignment provisions in the SDA but are still protected from
discrimination on the basis of their birth sex by the SDA.

Pregnancy and maternity
Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant or expecting a baby. Maternity
refers to the period after the birth, and is linked to maternity leave in the
employment context. In the non-work context, protection against maternity
discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth, and this includes treating a
woman unfavourably because she is breastfeeding.
Marriage and civil partnerships
• In England and Wales marriage is no longer restricted to a union
between a man and a woman but now includes a marriage between a
same-sex couple. [1] This will also be true in Scotland when the
relevant legislation is brought into force. [2]
•

Same-sex couples can also have their relationships legally recognised
as 'civil partnerships'. Civil partners must not be treated less favourably
than married couples (except where permitted by the Equality Act).

•

[1] Section 1, Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013.

•

[2] Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014.

Race
• Refers to the protected characteristic of Race. It refers to a group of
people defined by their race, colour, and nationality (including
citizenship) ethnic or national origins.
Religion or belief (including no belief)
• Religion has the meaning usually given to it but belief includes religious
and philosophical beliefs including lack of belief (e.g. Atheism).
Generally, a belief should affect your life choices or the way you live for
it to be included in the definition.
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Age
•
•

Where this is referred to, it refers to a person belonging to a particular
age (e.g. 32 year olds) or range of ages (e.g. 18 - 30 year olds).
Unlawful age discrimination happens when someone is treated
unfavourably because of their age, without justification, or is harassed
or victimised because of their age

Sex (previously gender)
• A person’s sex refers to the fact that they are male or female. If you are
a woman, a service provider must not treat you worse than they would
treat a man. If you are a man, a service provider must not treat you
worse than they would treat a woman in the same circumstances.
Sexual orientation
• Whether a person's sexual attraction is towards their own sex, the
opposite sex or to both sexes
• Some people are attracted to those of the same sex (lesbian or gay
women and gay men);
• Some people are attracted to people of both sexes (bisexual people);
• Some people are attracted to the opposite sex (heterosexual or
‘straight’ people).
• Everyone is protected from being treated worse because of sexual
orientation, whether they are straight, gay, lesbian or bisexual.
It is unlawful to discriminate in the provision of goods, facilities and services
on grounds of sexual orientation:
•

A service provider must not treat you worse than anyone else because
of your sexual orientation, whether you are a lesbian or gay woman, a
gay man, a bisexual man or woman or a straight man or woman.

Appendix 4 - Knowing our communities - Equality monitoring
and how we use the information
When someone is housed with us, we collect a range of equality data from
them by protected characteristic. We know that peoples circumstances
change and we know that there are areas in which we can improve the data
we have. One of our objectives is to increase the equality data we hold on our
customers. We will use some of the following methods to gather information:
•
•
•
•
•

equality impact assessments;
working with the Resident Involvement team;
staff equality and diversity workgroup;
formal surveys required by the government;
our own customer and resident surveys;
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•
•
•

analysis of complaints by protected characteristics where the
information is available;
service/policy specific monitoring and consultation; and
feedback at community events

Updating and improving the data we hold on our customers will help us to
ensure that the services we provide are accessible, open to all and
appropriate for our customers needs. It will also help us to evaluate the
current services we provide, and ways of working, as well as forward planning
for the future.
We also recognise that equality monitoring can be a sensitive issue, and that
some people do not understand why we want this information about them. We
will ensure that with any monitoring we undertake, we fully explain the
reasons why we are collecting the data and how it will be used to ensure that
our services are accessible by all who want and need to use them. .

Appendix 5 – Equality and diversity – what we already do
There are many things that we already do to ensure that our policies and
procedures are fair, and that our services are fair and open to all, and that we
do not discriminate against anyone. This helps Colchester Borough Homes to
meet the general duty of the Equality Act 2010. Examples are given below:
Violence against women and domestic violence
Domestic violence is essentially a pattern of behaviour characterised by the
exercise of control and the misuse of power by one person over another within
the context of an intimate relationship. It is manifested in various ways, which
include but are not limited to, physical, sexual, emotional and financial abuse,
and the imposition of social isolation, and is most commonly a combination of
them all.
Colchester Borough Homes works closely with a number of local
organisations who assist the victims of domestic violence and their families,
including the Colchester Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership and the
Colchester Domestic Abuse Forum. Initiatives and actions from working
together with these organisations include:
Sheltered Housing
Colchester Borough Homes provides self contained accommodation suitable
for older people, including those with mobility issues & disabilities. Our
Sheltered housing provides secure welcoming homes where residents receive
housing related support to help maintain tenancies & develop independent
living.
We deliver housing related support through two teams of sheltered visiting
officers. The level and type of support is assessed by the visiting officer with
the resident through a support plan. Our officers are trained to deal with a
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range of issues which include help with budgeting, health and wellbeing,
security & aids and adaptations.
Extra Care
Colchester Borough Homes and Swan Housing provide self-contained
Bungalows around a central accommodation at The Cannons Layer Road
Colchester. The Cannons provides housing related support and personal care
to support older people who have care and support needs.
For further information on sheltered housing or extra care please visit
our website: http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/sheltered-housing/oursheltered-schemes.cfm
Colchester Youth Awards
Colchester Borough Homes has long been a supporter of the Colchester
Youth Awards, which has been running for many years. The awards were
created to recognise the achievements of young people who live, work or
study in Colchester, in everything from volunteering to the arts and personal
achievements.
For further information on the Colchester Youth Awards please visit:
www.colchesteryouthawards.org
Crucial Crew
Safer Colchester Partnership hosts a Crucial Crew event annually, for the
benefit of local Year 6 schoolchildren. Crucial Crew is an important
educational initiative led by the Safer Colchester Partnership. It highlights Fire
Safety, Road Safety, Internet Safety & Bullying, Rail Safety, Drugs & Alcohol
Awareness and Crime & Anti-Social Behaviour for young people.
CBH is a supporter of Crucial Crew and worked alongside agencies including
Colchester Borough Council, Essex County Fire and Rescue Service, Essex
Police, the British Transport Police, Essex County Council, Colchester
Borough Homes and Essex Young People's Drug and Alcohol Service. CBH
hosted specific scenarios for the schoolchildren around anti social behaviour.
For more information on Crucial Crew please contact CBH
Equality Impact Assessments
An Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) is a tool for identifying the potential
impact of our policies, services, strategies and functions on those who live in,
work in and visit the borough, particularly our tenants and leaseholders,
potential tenants and leaseholders, visitors and staff. The assessment must
include the potential impact on the protected characteristics. We also need to
consider those who live in rural isolation, are on a low income or who do not
have English as their first language.
By assessing the potential impact we can ensure that the services we provide
reflect the needs of our communities. By carrying out EqIAs, we may also
ensure that the services we provide fulfil the requirements of the Equality Act
2010.
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By carrying out EqIAs we can:
• improve our work - our policies, services, strategies and functions
• make sure we do not discriminate
• promote equality
• make sure everyone, no matter who they are, can access our services
Part of this process will be the introduction of rolling programme of EqIAs,
which will be reviewed by the staff Equality and Diversity Work Group.
Completed EqIAs can be found on our website –
www.colchesterboroughhomes.co.uk
Equality and diversity training
We recognise the importance of raising awareness of our legal responsibilities
under the Equality Act 2010 and our specific duties under the Public Sector
Equality Duties to all staff and board members.
All new staff members receive an induction in Equality and Diversity with the
Equality and Diversity Officer within a month of starting in post.
The whole organisation receives equality and diversity training facilitated by
an external provider every three years.
Equality Ambassadors
In December 2015 a new group of involved tenants was formed to replace the
Equality Focus Group, called Equality Ambassadors. The main aims and
objectives of the Ambassadors are:
• For Equality Ambassadors to develop, shape and improve CBH
Services in terms of equality and diversity
• To ensure equality and diversity is considered at involved tenants and
leaseholder meetings
• To hold CBH to account and act as critical friends to ensure CBH
complies with its duties under the Equality Act 2010, the General Duty
and the Public Sector Equality Duty
Future work will include:
• Taking part in Task and Finish Groups in line with the new Customer
Insight and Engagement Strategy
• helping to increase the membership of the group to make it more
representative of all the protected characteristics;
• learning about all protected characteristics; and
• discussing a broad range of equality and diversity issues, as well as
helping to shape new policies.
We welcome any tenant or leaseholder to join the Equality Ambassadors. For
more information on this please contact Claire Holland, Equality and Diversity
Officer – contact details at end of Strategy.
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Equality and Diversity Work Group
The Equality and Diversity Work Group (EDWG) is a staff group that provides
an active forum for the discussion of and involvement in equality and diversity
issues that affect CBH’s workforce, our tenants and leaseholders, as well as
the wider communities in Colchester.
• Structure
The EDWG consists of one officer per service as well the Director of Housing
and the Housing Manager and members of the Senior Management
Team. The Group meets quarterly to discuss and determine actions for
equality projects that require input from all Services, and is chaired by the
Equality and Diversity Officer.
• Functions
The EDWG provides an opportunity for:
• Key equality and diversity issues to be explained to all Services
• Determining what action is needed, how this will be undertaken and
by whom
• Sharing good practices of both CBH and other organisations,
including partners such as CBC
• Co-ordination of information about equality activities, which will be
used to update board members on the progress the CBH is making
in respect of its commitment to promoting and integrating a culture
of equality and diversity across the organisation and throughout the
borough

Working with others
We work in partnership with a number of organisations to achieve best
practice and ensure the best use of resources across Essex. This includes
local authorities, local charities, and the voluntary sector and community
groups, Essex Police and Essex Fire and Rescue Service, Colchester MIND,
The Lakes, and Swan amongst many others.
We currently grant fund four local charities and organisations that provide
services to our tenants:
•
•
•
•

Catch 22 – for the provision of a Family Intervention project worker
Citizens Advice Bureau – to provide direct referral money advice
service
Open Road – to provide a specialist substance abuse support service
SEAMS – for provision of a mediation service

We are also working closely with Colchester Community Voluntary Services CCVS – to help to implement our Volunteering Policies, both being a
volunteer into CBH and CBH Staff volunteering outside in the local
communities.
Resident Involvement
Currently a new Customer Insight and Engagement Strategy is being drafted
to replace the existing Resident involvement Strategy. There are many links
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and areas or joint working between this and the Equality Strategy and future
work will include working together on customer insight.
There are equality objectives relating to this within the Equality Strategy action
plan.
Translation and interpretation
We recognise that not all our customers have English as their first language
and therefore where appropriate and necessary to do so we use translation
and interpretation services to help us to communicate with our customers.
This includes instant telephone interpretation, text translation and face to face
translation.

Appendix 6 - Responsibility as an employer
Equality of opportunity in employment
We are committed to promoting equality and diversity in all aspects of
employment and are committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all staff.
Assessment for recruitment, selection, and appraisal, training and career
progression purposes is based entirely on the individual's ability and suitability
for the work.
We are committed to providing staff of all ages and backgrounds with
opportunities to maximise their skills and achieve their potential, offering
flexible working arrangements wherever possible. We encourage a diverse
workforce and aim to provide a working environment where staff are valued
and respected, and where discrimination, bullying and harassment are not
tolerated. This responsibility is shared by everyone in the organisation and
includes staff and the Board.
Staff Survey
We carry out staff surveys to keep up to date with staff opinions and this helps
us work out what we can do better. The last survey was carried out in
February 2012. The survey asked for opinions on subjects including:
• The organisation as a whole
• Leadership of the organisation
• An individual’s role within the organisation.
The survey asked staff to disclose their protected characteristics, but were
given the option of ‘prefer not to say’. We engaged with Outhouse East to
ensure we used the correct terminology for sexual orientation and
transgender.
CBH has an HR Strategy and the action plan includes actions coming out of
the staff survey.
Recruitment and retention
We are committed to monitoring employment and recruitment to ensure equal
opportunity of employment, regardless of protected characteristic. This
includes monitoring the following activities:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

job applications;
access to training and internal promotions;
grievances/discipline matters;
leavers from employment;
staff affected by redundancy and early retirements;
flexible working requests; and
any reported instances of bullying and harassment.

To help us to continually improve our approach to equality we are committed
to regularly reviewing our recruitment and employment policies and practices.
In addition we have a number of employment policies and procedures which
relate to equality. These are made available to all new staff via our induction
process and HR Team. Those without access to a computer can request a
copy of a policy via their line manager or directly from HR.
Bullying and harassment
CBH take any reports of bullying and harassment on any grounds seriously
and will investigate fully any such reports. It is important to remember that
whatever form harassment takes, it is not the intention of the perpetrator
but the deed itself and the impact on the recipient which determines
what constitutes harassment, i.e. that the recipient finds the conduct
unwelcome and unwanted.
Employee Assistance programme
CBH also has the Employee Assistance Programme which is a free telephone
stress counselling service. This service is free to all employees, is completely
confidential and available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
JobCentre Plus Double Tick award
Colchester Borough Homes are committed to employing disabled people. ,
CBH has achieved the Two Ticks Positive about Disabled People award from
the Jobcentre Plus. Being awarded the ‘two ticks’ symbol means that as an
employer CBH are positive about recruiting and retaining disabled people. It is
a recognition given by the Jobcentre Plus to employers based in Great Britain
who have agreed to take action to meet five commitments regarding the
employment, retention, training and career development of disabled
employees.
The commitments include:
•
•

•

to interview all disabled applicants who meet the minimum criteria for a
job vacancy and to consider them on their abilities
to discuss with disabled employees, at any time but at least once a
year, what both parties can do to make sure disabled employees can
develop and use their abilities
to make every effort when employees become disabled to make sure
they stay in employment
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•

to take action to ensure that all employees develop the appropriate
level of disability awareness needed to make these commitments
work

•

to review these commitments each year and assess what has been
achieved, plan ways to improve on them and let employees and
Jobcentre Plus know about progress and future plans

In November 2012 CBH was successful in retaining its positive about disabled
people accreditation.
For further details on the award please visit the Jobcentre Plus website http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/DisabledPeople/Employmentsupport/LookingFor
Work/DG_4000314
Arrangements for gathering information: employment
We undertake audits of our staff to update our human resources records. The
information gathered is used for monitoring purposes. Any information about
our staff helps us to understand the make-up of our workforce and how it
reflects that of our community. It also helps us to identify if there are instances
of occupational segregation.
We will continue to collect and monitor information on staff profiles,
recruitment data, training provision and disciplinary procedures across the
different equality strands and publish these on the Colchester Borough Homes
website.
We will continue to analyse the data and develop plans to address any areas
of inequality. We will take action to remove any barriers and promote equality
of opportunity.
In terms of recruitment, we gather information about each applicant, across
the protected characteristics. This information is monitored to ensure that our
advertising is reaching all sectors of the community.
Monitoring continues throughout the career of the applicant and provides a
detailed, accurate database, capturing the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

activities leading to promotion (for example mentoring);
disciplinary and grievance (stating outcomes and sanctions);
exit interviews;
grade at entry;
PADS (stating outcomes leading to pay awards); and
training and development (offered and undertaken).

Equality and Diversity Staff information
As part of our legal requirements to publish equality information by 31 January
each year, CBH publishes a range of information on the make up of our
workforce by protected characteristic, where available, within the Equality
Annual report. The information can be found at:
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http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/equality-and-diversity/equality-information/
This information will be updated annually as required by the Public Sector
Equality Duties.
Employment and equal pay – including recruitment
The gender pay gap refers to the difference in average hourly earnings of men
and women. Despite the introduction of the Equal Pay Act in 1970, latest
figures show there is still a gender pay gap in the UK.
Although it is not a legal requirement to carry out a gender pay gap analysis, it
is considered best practice. CBH carried out Equal Pay Audit in 2015. Further
information about this can be found in the Equality Annual Report here;
http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/equality-and-diversity/equality-information/

Appendix 8 – Further information
For general enquiries please use the links below:
Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC)
The Equality and Human Rights Commission is a statutory body that has the
responsibility to protect, enforce and promote equality across the seven
"protected" grounds - age, disability, gender, race, religion and belief, sexual
orientation and gender reassignment.
EHRC job is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforce the law
Influence the development of the law and government policy
Promote good practice
Campaigns, events and communications
Foster better relations
Develop understanding and evidence
Provide services, including an advice line
Produce framework documents agreed with the Government

For further information about the work of the EHRC visit their website at:
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com or phone 020 7832 7800

Advice and support about discrimination and human rights:
If you need expert information, advice and support on discrimination and
human rights issues and the applicable law, especially if you need more help
than advice agencies and other local organisations can provide, please
contact the Equality Advisory and Support Service (EASS).
Please note: EASS is completely independent of the Commission.
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Phone: 0808 800 0082
Textphone: 0808 800 0084
Website: www.equalityadvisoryservice.com
Post: FREEPOST Equality Advisory Support Service FPN4431
Opening hours: 09:00 to 20:00 Monday to Friday
10:00 to 14:00 Saturday
Closed on Sundays and Bank Holidays
Government Equalities Office (GEO)
The Government Equalities Office (GEO) is responsible for equality strategy
and legislation across government. “We take action on the government’s
commitment to remove barriers to equality and help to build a fairer society,
leading on issues relating to women, sexual orientation and transgender
equality”.
For further information contact the GEO via their website
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/government-equalities-office or
by phone on 0370 000 2288
Stonewall
Stonewall, the lesbian, gay and bisexual charity was founded in 1989 by a
small group of women and men who had been active in the struggle
against Section 28 of the Local Government Act. Section 28 was a piece of
legislation designed to prevent the so-called 'promotion' of homosexuality in
schools; but it stigmatised gay people.
Work that Stonewall have been involved in includes:
• helping achieve the equalisation of the age of consent,
• lifting the ban on lesbians and gay men serving in the military,
• securing legislation allowing same-sex couples to adopt,
• the repeal of Section 28,
• Helping to secure civil partnerships and ensuring the Equality Act
protected lesbians and gay men in terms of goods and services.
For further information contact Stonewall on:
http://www.stonewall.org.uk/ or phone 020 7593 1850
Outhouse East
Outhouse east is a registered charity providing opportunities for LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) people in Essex. Based in Colchester
Town Centre, Outhouse East offers help, support, advice and information. For
further information on Outhouse East visit: http://www.outhouseeast.org.uk/ or
phone 01206 871 394.
Open Road
Open Road is a registered charity that provides support for individuals
affected by drugs and alcohol across Essex and Suffolk.
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Their mission is to empower individuals, families and communities in their
journey of recovery from the harmful effects of drugs, alcohol and other
addictions.
For further information on Open Road please contact:
http://www.openroad.org.uk/ or phone 01206 766096 or 01206 369782
Age UK
Age UK has a vision of a world in which older people flourish. They aim to
improve later life for everyone through their information and advice,
campaigns, products, training and research.
Age UK works in a number of ways including:
•
•
•

Provides information and advice
Runs campaigns
Has a range of commercial products including – travel, motor and
home insurance; funeral plans, gas and electric packages as well as
aids for the home such as stair lifts.

For further information on the work of Age UK please contact:
http://www.ageuk.org.uk/
For information and advice, call 0800 169 2081. For all other enquiries, call
0800 169 8787
Colchester Community Voluntary Services (CCVS)
Situated at the heart of the local voluntary and community sector since 1968,
CCVS are an independent, charitable infrastructure organisation whose aim is
to inspire groups to seize opportunities and become more enterprising and
sustainable. CCVS do this by providing practical information, advice and
support for Colchester’s voluntary organisations, and work closely with
affiliates and partners to promote the sector to the wider community and
beyond.
Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colchester Volunteer Centre and Time Bank
My Social Prescription
Colchester and Maldon Community Transport
Shopmobility
Community Accounts Services
Tendering and Colchester Minority Ethnic Partnership (TACMEP)

For further information on CCVS contact 01206 505250 - www.ccvs.org
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For further information on this strategy or on the equality and diversity work of
Colchester Borough Homes please contact:
Claire Holland, Equality and Diversity Officer
Telephone: 01206 282682 - Textphone users dial 18001 followed by the
full number you wish to call.
Email: Claire.holland@cbhomes.org.uk
This strategy is available in alternative formats upon request.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Hall, St John’s Close

AGENDA ITEM:

7

SUBJECT:

Safeguarding Policy

REPORT BY:

Karen Williams, Head of Housing Management
 (01206) 282433
 Karen.williams@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Background

1.1

The Safeguarding Policy is a key policy therefore is requiring of approval by
the Board.

2.

Introduction

2.1

The revised Policy reflects the Government’s policy to promote joint
responsibility between local agencies.

2.2

CBH works with both the Borough and County Councils to develop
safeguarding practices and promote safeguarding in the wider community.
There has been no new legislation for safeguarding since the Care Act 2014
therefore there are no recommendations to the Board to make any significant
changes to the Policy.

2.3

Members of the Board attended a Safeguarding briefing, delivered by the
Essex Safeguarding Board on Tuesday 9 February 2016.

3.

Safeguarding Policy

3.1

The key points for the Board to consider are that CBH continue to promote the
welfare and protection of children and vulnerable adults by respecting their
rights, wishes, feelings and privacy by listening to them and minimising risks
that may affect them.

3.2

CBH staff are aware of reporting arrangements and do make reports of
children and adults where risk is suspected. Arrangements are in place for
multi-agency action to stop and prevent abuse and, where appropriate, case
meetings are held to review individual referrals.

3.3
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Referral protocols between agencies are well established and feedback is
given to referring agencies on the result investigations, including the details of
what action is taken to move individuals to a place of safety and to provide for
the future monitoring of their safety. CBH makes regular referrals in respect of
safeguarding vulnerable adults and children.
3.4
In the period January to the end of September 2016, 29 referrals were made
through the Safeguarding procedure.
4.

Care Act 2014 and Safeguarding

4.1

The Care Act represents the most significant reform of care and support in
more than 60 years, with sections 42-46 of the Act relating to safeguarding.
The Act has important and practical implications for all housing providers that
came into effect in April 2015.

4.2

The key principles that were identified within the Act that underpin all adult
safeguarding work, and apply to all sectors and settings including housing.
The six key principles are:
1. Empowerment – People being supported and encouraged to make
their own decisions and informed consent.
2. Prevention – It is better to take action before harm occurs
3. Proportionality – The least intrusive response appropriate to the risk
represented
4. Protection – Support and representation for those in greatest need
5. Partnership – Local solutions through services working with their
communities. Communities have a part to play in preventing, detecting
and reporting neglect and abuse.
6. Accountability – Accountability and transparency in delivering
safeguarding
Making safeguarding personal means it should be person-led and outcome
focussed.
The six key principles should inform the ways in which professionals and
other staff work with people at risk of abuse or neglect.

4.3

CBH ensures that staff are vigilant regarding safeguarding concerns and
trained to recognise the symptoms of abuse and neglect, and where to go for
advice and assistance. To ensure effective safeguarding, cascade
arrangements are in place as early sharing of information is the key to
providing an effective response where there are emerging concerns. A
training programme is in place to ensure all staff receive regular information
and feel confident raising safeguarding alerts.

4.4
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Whenever CBH recruits employees it will ensure that they are well informed,
trained, supervised and supported so that they are less likely to become
involved in actions that may cause harm to children to vulnerable adults, or be
misunderstood.
5.

Emerging issues for consideration

5.1

Multi agency Serious Case reviews and Domestic Homicide reviews are
carried out following death or serious incidents. Lessons learnt from the
reviews are shared Nationally by the Home Office and considered locally by
the Essex Safeguarding Board.

5.2

Emerging issues from the reviews include the increasing impact of abuse
within families, including arranged marriage, modern slavery and honour
wounding/mutilation or killings; gang related crime and an increase in
incidence of death or serious injury arising from Domestic abuse.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

Risk is a key concern and preoccupation for both staff and managers in the
Safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults, especially given the level of
public and subsequent media scrutiny and blame in the event of negative
outcomes. Our procedures and delegated safeguarding leads have
management structures in places to mitigate the risks.

7.

HR Implications

7.1

HR ensures that stringent recruitment procedures are in place and that
appropriate DBS (Disclosure and barring service) checks are made on staff
working with children and vulnerable adults.

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

CBH has a legal duty to work with local agencies to take forward the
safeguarding agenda.

8.2

The Data protection Act does not restrict the sharing of information where
people are at risk. There is a legal expectation that staff will share information
promptly with appropriate staff of other agencies to safeguard people.

9.

Financial Implications

9.1

Budget for training staff on safeguarding and the protection of those at risk of
abuse is included in 2016/17 mandatory training budget.

10.

Value for Money

10.1 None.
11.

Health & Safety Implications
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11.1 Staff should not intervene directly to stop abuse when their own safety would
be at risk but should call the Police. In all other situations staff should act
appropriately to minimise the harm to the individual and to promote the
individual’s safety and wellbeing.
12.

Equality & Diversity Implications

12.1 The Safeguarding Policy applies to all prospective tenants in homes
accommodation, all tenants and leaseholders.
13.

Residents at the Heart

13.1 The safety and well-being of tenants and residents remains a priority for CBH.
Colchester Borough Homes Delivery plan 2014-2017 under Improve the life
chances of Colchester residents states that a key outcome is “Improved
Health, social, environmental and economic well-being”.
14.

Decision Required

14.1 Approval for the new Policy
15.

Appendix

15.1 Appendix 1: Safeguarding Policy
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ITEM 7 APPENDIX 1

Safeguarding Policy

Author: Karen Williams, Head of Housing Management

2.1
October 2016
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1. Introduction & purpose
Children and vulnerable adults have the right to participate and be safe in
accessing services provided for them. In addition, all children have a right to
be protected from being hurt and mistreated, in body or mind, regardless of
age, race, disability, culture, sex or sexual orientation. This includes having a
right to protection from all forms of abuse. Colchester Borough Homes is
committed to carrying out its responsibilities by ensuring that the needs and
interests of children and vulnerable adults are considered by board members,
employees and contractors in the provision of services and in its decision
making.
The purpose of the policy is to help Colchester Borough Homes meet its legal
and moral obligations to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and
vulnerable adults. Colchester Borough Homes performs various functions and
delivers a wide range of services. This Policy aims to ensure that all of its
activities take place within this context.

2. Policy Statement
Colchester Borough Homes is committed to supporting and working in
partnership with Colchester Council and other partner agencies to ensure the
safeguarding of children, young people and vulnerable adults accessing the
services we provide. We will promote the welfare and protection of children
and vulnerable adults by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Respecting the rights, wishes, feelings and privacy of children and
vulnerable adults
Ensuring that all staff understand the different forms abuse can take
and how to identify them
Responding appropriately and promptly to concerns reported
Ensuring that employees understand the Colchester Borough Homes
Safeguarding Policy
Ensuring that employees know how to record and report safeguarding
concerns, incidents or allegations
Taking any concern made by a Board Member, councillor, employee,
contractor, member of the public or child/vulnerable adult seriously and
sensitively
Ensuring that contracted/commissioned and grant funded services
have safeguarding policies and procedures consistent with Colchester
Borough Homes’ commitment to the protection of children and
vulnerable adults.
Ensuring that training appropriate to the level of involvement with
children and vulnerable adults is available for all employees
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responding to any allegations appropriately and implementing the
appropriate disciplinary and appeals procedures
Implementing effective procedures for recording and reporting to
Colchester Borough Homes any allegations, incidents or suspicions of
abuse
Ensuring that all Board Members, employees and contractors adhere
to all appropriate safe working practices when working with children
and vulnerable adults
Encouraging safeguarding best practice.
Promoting safeguarding, to ensure that it is seen as everyone’s duty to
report concerns. Providing residents with information to encourage
them to report concerns in their neighbourhood.
Not tolerating harassment of any Board Member, employee, contractor
or child/vulnerable adult who raises concerns of abuse
Ensuring unsuitable people are prevented from working with children
and vulnerable adults through its ‘Safer Recruitment Procedure’.

This policy applies to all services within the scope of Colchester Borough
Homes. In addition to all internal provision of services, it also applies to:
outside organisations and contractors who deliver services involving children
or vulnerable adults on behalf of Colchester Borough Homes.
2.1

Definitions

The phrase ‘children and vulnerable adults’ refers to:
a) Anyone under the age of 18 years (a child).
b) Someone who is over the age of 18 who is, or may be in need of
community care services for reasons of mental health, learning
disability or other disability, age of illness and is, or may be, unable to
take care of him/herself, or unable to protect him/herself against
significant harm of exploitation (a vulnerable adult).
c) Reference to a ‘young person’ or to ‘young people’ means a person
aged over 16 but under 18. Those 16-18 are included in the legal
definition of a child.
The term ‘abuse’ covers physical, emotional and sexual abuse, and neglect
for vulnerable adults. Abuse can also be financial, discriminatory and
institutional. The term ‘parents’ is used in the broadest sense to include
parents, carers and guardians.
This policy is inclusive of all children and vulnerable adults irrespective of their
age, race or ethnicity, religion, disability, sex or sexual orientation.
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2.2

Role of Essex Safeguarding Boards

Essex Safeguarding Children Board (ESCB) is a statutory multi-agency
organisation. The organisation brings together agencies who work to
safeguard and promote the welfare of children. Under Section 13 of The
Children Act 2004, each children’s services authority in England must
establish a Local Safeguarding Children’s Board (LSCB).
Essex Safeguarding Adults Board (ESAB) is an Inter-agency forum for
agreeing how the different services and professional groups should cooperate
to safeguard adults across Essex and for making sure that arrangements
work effectively to identify abuse or inadequate care, help vulnerable people
and plan and implement joint preventative strategies.
The ESAB was placed on a statutory footing by the Care Act 2014.

3. Safeguarding Responsibilities
All Colchester Borough Homes’ staff, volunteers and contractors are
responsible for understanding, reporting and sharing information with regard
to the safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults.
Managers at all levels have a particular responsibility to ensure staff
understand safeguarding, receive training and are encouraged and supported
through the safeguarding process. In addition managers are also responsible
for guaranteeing that safeguarding standards are adhered to in the delivery of
those services they have responsibility for.
Whilst safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility, there are a number of
specific safeguarding roles that individuals hold within Colchester Borough
Homes.
The following is a guide as to the safeguarding roles within Colchester
Borough Homes:
Chief Executive – Overall accountability regarding safeguarding
Delegated Safeguarding Lead – Senior Officer providing a lead on
safeguarding within Colchester Borough Homes.
Safeguarding Co-ordinator – Works with the Delegated Lead to ensure the
effective implementation of the Safeguarding Policy throughout Colchester
Borough Homes. Works to: assess and reduce risks in relation to
safeguarding; raise awareness of safeguarding issues amongst staff;
establish and maintain effective multi-agency working; identify and provide for
staff training needs.
07a. Draft Safeguarding Policy 2016.docx 2
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Head of HR – Works to ensure that stringent recruitment procedures are in
place and that appropriate checks are made on staff working with children and
vulnerable adults. This includes administering Disclosure and Barring Service
(DBS) checks and ensuring that DBS referrals are made if appropriate. Also
acts as the first point of call for staff reporting safeguarding allegations made
against employees.
Managers - Ensure that ‘safe’ recruitment is in place for all job roles that
involve working with children; carry out the correct safeguarding induction
process for all new staff including booking the appropriate training; ensure
that all staff within their remit are made aware of this policy and have the
appropriate ongoing training.
Designated Safeguarding Officers – Follow correct reporting procedures
with lead agencies when a report is made to them by a member of staff within
their remit, then reporting to the Safeguarding Coordinator in all cases other
than allegations against a member of staff or volunteer in which case the
matter should be reported to the Head of HR or Designated Safeguarding
Lead.
All Colchester Borough Homes employees – Adhere to best practice,
participating in relevant training and reporting any disclosure, concern,
incident or allegation to the appropriate Designated Officer.
Outside organisations – When delivering services involving children on
behalf of Colchester Borough Council, outside organisations must comply with
Colchester Borough Homes’ Safeguarding Policy and, where relevant, have
their own policy and procedures in place.
Contractors - Must agree to comply with the Colchester Borough Homes
Safeguarding Policy and where relevant have their own policy and procedures
in place.
Use of Contractors – Colchester Borough Homes will ensure that contractors
doing work on its behalf are monitored appropriately.
Board Members – are required to adhere to the Policy. If Board Members do
not adhere they may be subject to disciplinary action as part of the Code of
Conduct. If the Board Member is a councillor there may be grounds for
reporting their behaviour to the Governance Committee, which may require an
investigation under the Councillor Code of Conduct. Training for Board
Members will be offered in a regular basis.
Photography – Anyone using cameras or film recorders for or on behalf of
Colchester Borough Homes must have either completed media consent forms
from the parents of children being photographed or filmed or have checked
with parent/guardian before the activity commences.
07a. Draft Safeguarding Policy 2016.docx 2
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Media Consent Form – Colchester Borough Council – Photography

Lines of Accountability for Safeguarding

Chief Executive
Overall accountability

Designated Lead Officer
Member of DMT
Senior officer reporting to the Chief
Executive on safeguarding agenda

Safeguarding Co-ordinator
Member of SMT- Reporting to
Designated Lead Officer
Lead Officer

Directors and Heads of
Service
Reporting to Designated Lead
Officer

Designated Officers

Managers

Reporting to Safeguarding Coordinator

Reporting to relevant Head of
Service
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4. Recognising Potential Abuse
Even though many Board Members, employees and contractors have limited
contact with children and with adults with needs for care and support as part
of their duties and responsibilities for Colchester Borough Homes, everyone
should be aware of the potential indicators of abuse and be clear about what
to do if they have concerns. There are ten main types of abuse: Physical;
Psychological or Emotional; Sexual; Neglect; Self-neglect; Organisational;
Discriminatory; Financial or Material; Modern Slavery; and Domestic Abuse.
It is not the responsibility of any Board Member, employee or contractor to
determine whether abuse is taking place. Concerns, incidents or allegations
must be reported. The role of the Board Member or employee is to refer the
case to the appropriate person, not to investigate or make a judgement.
Responding to a concern (about a child or adult with needs for care and
support)
Where a member of staff is concerned about the person’s immediate safety
(s)he should:
•
•

Call the Police on 999
Call an Ambulance on 999 if the person needs urgent medical
assistance.

Where a member of staff has concerns that a child (being a person under 18)
or vulnerable adult is being harmed or neglected, or is at risk of this, they
should:
•

•

Alert the Designated Officer.
http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/colchesterboroughomesintranet/safeguardi
ng. Should the individual team/service designated officer be
unavailable an alternative designated officer should be contacted.
The Designated Officer should support the member of staff in making
an appropriate referral to Essex Social Care direct by:
telephoning Essex Social Care Direct on the following numbers:
0345 603 7627 – Children’s referrals (working hours 8.45 – 5.00pm)
0345 606 1212– Children’s referrals (non-working hours) 5.00pm –
8.45am)
0845 603 7630 – Vulnerable Adults referrals (working hours 8.45 –
5.00pm)
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0845 6061212 – Vulnerable Adults referral (non-working hours 5.00pm
– 8.45am)
And by completing One of the following referral forms:
•
•
•

ECC999 Inter-Agency Referral Form – Children and Young People
SET SAF 1 Form – Safeguarding Adults Concern Form
SET SAF 1 Guidance

The completed form for children should be emailed securely to:
FOH@essex.gcsx.gov.uk or as a password protected attachment to
socialcaredirect@essex.gov.uk.
In both cases a copy should be emailed to the Safeguarding coordinator
• Further instructions on how to refer can be found on Colchester
Borough Homes’ Intranet.

5. Consultation
Consultation has been completed with key designated officers and staff
through the CBH intranet.
Full consultation with the Board, CBC designated officer and approved ECC
Safeguarding training officer completed (September 2016)

6. References
Further national guidance on safeguarding and “duty of care” obligations are
contained within the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Children Act (1989 and Amendments)
Every Child Matters (2003)
The Children Act (2004)
The Common Assessment Framework (2004)
Working together to safeguard children (2010)
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act (2006)
Care Act (2014)
Human Rights Act (1998)
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act (2006)
Human Rights Act (1998)
Data Protection Act (1998)
Every Child Matters
Sexual Offences Act (2003)
Indecency with Children Act (1960)
The Health Services Public Health Act (1968)
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•
•
•
•

Protection of Children Act (1999)
The Care Act (2014)
The Modern Slavery Act (2015)
No Secrets – DoH Guidance on inter agency work protecting
vulnerable adults 2000

7. Related documents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBH Recruitment and Selection Policy
CBH Whistleblowing Policy (2015)
CBH Code of Conduct
CBH Information sharing protocols
CBH “Cause of Concern Initiative”
CBH Safeguarding Procedures
CBC Safeguarding Policy
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Appendix 1 – Procedure Flowchart
The flowchart gives an overview summary of referral pathways. Please note it does not
include other responsibilities which need to be considered through the process, such as
evidence collecting and providing appropriate support to victims

An abusive
act is
witnessed

Adult/Child
makes a
disclosure

Disclosure
from a third
party

Suspicion or
concern that
something is
not right

Evidence of
possible
abuse or
neglect

Anyone can become aware of Abuse or Neglect of an adult or child with care and support needs

(Only in the case of adult safeguarding)
Unless it is not safe, speak to the adult concerned to get their views on the concern or incident and what
they would like to see happen

Is the Adult/Child in immediate danger?

Take any immediate actions to safeguard
anyone at immediate risk of harm, including
calling emergency services or summoning
medical assistance

At all stages discuss with key designated officers
Karen Williams
Yvonne Day
Tracey Brushett
Sue Nice

ext. 2433
ext. 8780
ext. 8097
ext. 2910

Has a criminal offence
occurred, or likely to
occur

Contact the Police
Immediately

Refer abuse concerns
to Adult/Social Care
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APPENDIX 2: TYPES OF ABUSE
There are seven main types of abuse that can affect children, young people
and vulnerable adults. The table below details who each type of abuse
effects, and the physical and behavioural indicators that staff should look out
for:
Type of
Abuse

Who it affects

Physical Indicator

Behaviour Indicator

Physical

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

• Unexplained
bruising, marks or
injuries
• Bruises which
reflect hand marks
• Cigarette burns
• Bite marks
• Broken bones
• Scalds

Emotional

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

• Developmentally
delayed
• Sudden speech
disorders
• Loss of appetite /
loss of weight
• Disturbed Sleep

Neglect

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

Sexual

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

• Constant hunger,
stealing food
• Unkempt state
• Weight
loss/underweight
• Inappropriate
dress
• Untreated
physical illnesses
• Constantly tired
• Pain/itching in the
genital area
• Bruising/bleeding
near genital area
• STIs

• Fear of parent being
contacted
• Aggressive or angry outburst
• Running away
• Fear of going home
• Flinching
• Depression
• Keeping arms/legs covered
• Reluctance to change
clothes e.g. wearing long
sleeves in hot weather
• Withdrawn behaviour
• Neurotic behaviour e.g. hair
twisting, rocking
• Unable to play/take part
• Fear of making mistakes
• Sudden speech disorders
• Self-harm or mutilation
• Fear of parents being
contacted
• Truancy/late for school
• Withholding of ‘necessaries’,
e.g. nutrition, medication,
healthcare, social stimulation
• Withholding assistance to
use toilet, keep clean, warm
and comfortable

• Sudden change in behaviour
• Nightmares
• Unexplained sources of
money
• Sexual drawings/ language
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• Vaginal
discharge/ infection
• Stomach pains
• Discomfort when
walking/ sitting
• Pregnancy
• Stealing money
• Prevention of
necessary care
options

Financial

Vulnerable
Adults

Discriminatory

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

• Ignoring dietary
requirements

Institutional

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

• Poor care
planning
• Inflexible routines
• Lack of privacy

Modern
Slavery

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adults

Domestic
Abuse

Children,
Young People
and Vulnerable
Adult

• Isolation
• Physical or
psychological
abuse
• Few personal
effects
• Restricted
freedom of
movement
• Unexplained
bruising, marks
or injuries
• Bruises which
reflect hand

• Bedwetting
• Self-harming behaviours
• Secrets which cannot be told
to anyone
• Behaving beyond their age
• Never having money for
activities, snacks or treats
• Unexplained or sudden
inability to pay bills
• Personal possessions of
value go missing from home
without explanation
• Pressure or misappropriation
of property, wills, bank
accounts, benefits or assets
• Direct or indirect
discrimination based on race,
gender, culture, disability,
sexuality, religion, belief or
values
Omitting services or activities
based on preconceived ideas
about someone’s age or
condition
• The routine/ practice or
management that is not
responsive to or respectful to
the individuals served
• Little opportunity for outside
activities
It can include victims that have
been brought from overseas,
and vulnerable people in the
UK, being forced to illegally
work against their will in many
different sectors, including
brothels, cannabis farms, nail
bars and agriculture.
Any incident of controlling,
coercive, threatening behavior,
violence or abuse between
those aged 16 or over who are,
or have been intimate partners
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marks
• Cigarette burns
• Bite marks
• Broken bones
• Scalds

Honour based
abuse

Vulnerable
Adults

‘Honour' based
violence (HBV) is a
form of domestic
abuse which is
perpetrated in the
name of so called
‘honour'. The
honour code which
it refers to is set at
the discretion of
male relatives.

or family members regardless
of gender or sexuality. The
abuse can encompass, but is
not limited to:
• psychological
• physical
• sexual
• financial
• emotional
Those who do not abide by the
‘rules' are then punished for
bringing shame on the family.
Infringements may include un
approved relationships;
rejecting a forced marriage;
pregnancy outside of marriage;
interfaith relationships; seeking
divorce, inappropriate dress or
make-up; kissing in a public
place.
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APPENDIX 3: Policy Statement and Procedure Template
Voluntary organisations are free to use all or any sections of the Safeguarding
Policy. Below is the minimum acceptable for any organisation receiving
funding from Colchester Borough Homes.
Policy Statement
Children, young people and vulnerable adults have the right to participate,
have fun and be safe in the services provided for them and the activities they
choose, or their parents/carers choose for them. (Name of organisation) is
committed to safeguarding children, young people and vulnerable adults and
protecting them from abuse when they are engaged in services organised and
provided by (name of organisation). We will endeavour to keep children,
young people and vulnerable adults safe from abuse and suspicion of abuse
will be responded to promptly and appropriately. We will act in the best
interest of the child, young person or vulnerable adult at all times. We will
proactively seek to promote the welfare and protection of all children, young
people and vulnerable adults. (Name of organisation) will ensure that
unsuitable people are prevented from working with children, young people
and vulnerable adults through using safe recruitment and selection processes.
(Name of organisation) will take any concern made by a service user,
employee, volunteer or child/vulnerable adult seriously and sensitively.
Concerns cannot be anonymous and should be made in the knowledge that,
during the course of any enquiries, the agency that made that referral will be
made clear.
(Name of organisation) will not tolerate harassment of any service user,
employee, volunteer or child/vulnerable adult who raises concerns of abuse.
Procedure
Any concerns will be brought to the attention of (named senior person) who
will report the concern to a Designated Safeguarding Reporting Officer or to
Essex Social Care Direct. Those raising the concern must be made aware
that the concern will be shared with appropriate people but will be treated in
confidence as far as possible Officers, employees and volunteers must not
discuss the concern except with the designated officer and any agent of the
organisation responsible for investigating the concern.
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APPENDIX 4: Safeguarding Legislation
The following legislation and guidance underpin the safeguarding policy and
aim to ensure that children, young people and vulnerable adults are protected
from harm.
Below is a comprehensive list of legislative acts that empower and compel
organisations to ensure adequate safeguarding measures for children are in
place.
At present, there is no specific piece of legislation relating to safeguarding
adults. This does not mean that there are no powers to act – rather that the
legislation is fragmented. A wide range of legislation applicable to adults who
may be vulnerable has been developed over a number of years. It includes
laws about adult care services, where upper-tier councils have the statutory
lead, and laws about crime, contracts and property, human rights, and mental
health and capacity.
Legislation
Description
The United Nations
Convention on the
Rights of the Child
1989

The Convention on the Rights of the Child was adopted
by the UK in 1991 (with reservations) but in full in 2008. It
was the first legally binding international instrument to
incorporate the full range of human rights—civil, cultural,
economic, political and social rights. In 1989, world
leaders decided that children needed a special convention
just for them because people under 18 years old often
need special care and protection. The leaders also
wanted to make sure that the world recognised that
children have human rights too.

Children Act 2004

Section 11 places a statutory duty on district councils to
make arrangements to ensure that in discharging their
functions they consider the need to safeguard and
promote the welfare of children.
Section 10 outlines the duty to promote inter-agency
cooperation between named agencies (including district
councils). There is a reciprocal duty on those agencies to
co-operate with the Child Support Agency (CSA) in
budget pooling – a key provision that underpins children’s
trust arrangements.
Section 13 requires each local authority to be a statutory
partner of the Local Safeguarding Children Board.
Section 17 entitles district councils to be consulted on the
CSA’s Children and Young People’s Plan (CYPP).
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The
Apprenticeships,
Skills, Children and
Learning Act (2009)

Section 9 makes amendments to the Children Act 2004,
specifically regarding the establishment of Children’s
Trust Boards. The Children’s Trust comprises:
a) the local authority including all constituent services
that impact on children and families, such as
housing,
b) named statutory ‘relevant partners’ – this includes
district councils,
c) any other partners the local authority considers
appropriate.
The ‘relevant partners’ are placed under a duty to
cooperate in the making of arrangements to improve
wellbeing and have a power to pool budgets and share
other resources.

The Human Rights
Act
(1998)

Sets out the rights of children and families to challenge
what they perceive to be an infringement of their human
rights.

Protection of
Children
Act (1999)

Sets out the framework to enable employers to check on
the suitability of employees to work with children. This act
builds on the Police Act (1997), which set up the Criminal
Records Bureau.

The Sexual
Offences
(Amendment) Act
2000

Introduces the concept of ‘abuse of trust,’ whereby adults
could commit an offence in engaging in sexual activity
with someone younger than them if they are seen to be in
a position of trust, even if the younger person is above the
age of consent (16-18 in the case of child protection).

The Sexual
Offences Act
(2003)

This replaced the Sex Offenders Act (1997). This
incorporated 50 new offences, including a new ‘Grooming’
offence. Offences also include the use of the internet in
child abuse and abuse of positions of trust. It also
includes a new definition of rape.

Care Standards Act
(2000)

The Care Standards Act 2000 sets out a regulatory
framework and standards for services people might
receive. This applies to regulated services such as
residential care, domiciliary care or adult placement
schemes. Part 7 makes provision for the Protection of
Vulnerable Adults (POVA) scheme to prevent abusers
from working with vulnerable adults. This sets out a
regulatory framework and standards for services people
might receive. This applies to regulated services,
including care in a care home, domiciliary care and adult
placement schemes (now referred to as Shared Lives).
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Mental Capacity Act
(2005)
Safeguarding
Vulnerable Groups
Act (2006)

Every Child Matters,
the Governments
vision for Children’s
services (no longer
in force, yet the
principles remain
key cross cutting
priorities

Modern Slavery Act
(20015)

Made it an offence to neglect or deliberately ill-treat a
person who lacks capacity. It put arrangements in place
for advocacy support and best interest decision making.
Created the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA)
which aims to prevent unsuitable people working with
children and vulnerable adults. It includes social care
services, as well as health, education, housing support
and supporting people services.
This set out 5 key outcomes - be healthy, stay safe, enjoy
and achieve, make a positive contribution and achieve
economic wellbeing. District councils contribute to these
outcomes in a variety of ways:
• Housing – for example: preventing homelessness,
providing supported accommodation for young
parents and care leavers, re-housing families
fleeing domestic abuse, supported accommodation
for vulnerable adults, adaptations to properties etc.
• Planning – for example: providing appropriate play
facilities in new housing developments, making
road safety schemes child-friendly.
• Culture, leisure and learning opportunities – for
example: provision of local leisure centres, art,
crèche and playgroup facilities, museums, theatres.
• Environmental health services – for example:
promoting the health of children and adults,
particularly in relation to food hygiene and nutrition.
There are a number of other ways that district councils
contribute to improving outcomes for children, young
people and vulnerable adults, including community safety,
and as a licensing authority, the roll out of children’s
centres and the promotion of local employment
The Modern Slavery Act will give law enforcement the
tools to fight modern slavery, ensure perpetrators can
receive suitably severe punishments for these appalling
crimes and enhance support and protection for victims. It
received Royal Assent on Thursday 26 March 2015.
The Act will:
•
•

•

consolidate and simplify existing offences into a
single act
ensure that perpetrators receive suitably severe
punishments for modern slavery crimes (including
life sentences)
enhance the court’s ability to put restrictions on
individuals where it’s necessary to protect people
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•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

from the harm caused by modern slavery offences
create an independent anti-slavery commissioner
to improve and better coordinate the response to
modern slavery
introduce a defence for victims of slavery and
trafficking
place a duty on the secretary of state to produce
statutory guidance on victim identification and
victim services
enable the secretary of state to make regulations
relating to the identification of and support for
victims
make provision for independent child trafficking
advocates
introduce a new reparation order to encourage the
courts to compensate victims where assets are
confiscated from perpetrators
enable law enforcement to stop boats where slaves
are suspected of being held or trafficked
require businesses over a certain size to disclose
each year what action they have taken to ensure
there is no modern slavery in their business or
supply chains
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APPENDIX 5: Useful contacts and Websites
•

Essex Safeguarding Children Board – A multi-agency organisation
which works to brings together agencies who work to safeguard and
promote the welfare of children.
http://microsites.essexcc.gov.uk/microsites/ESCB/
• Essex Safeguarding Adults Board – An inter-agency forum for
agreeing how the different services and professional groups should
cooperate to safeguard vulnerable adults across Essex.
http://microsites.essexcc.gov.uk/microsites/ESAB/

•

Essex Police
o Non emergency number – 101
o Emergency – 999.

• NSPCC Child Protection Helpline – Tel: 0808 800 5000
www.nspcc.org.uk
•

Disclosure and Barring Service - The DBS merges the functions
previously carried out by the Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) and
Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA).
o Tel: 0870 9090 811 (checks) or 01325 953795 (referrals/barring)
o http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/agencies-public-bodies/dbs/

•

Ask SAL: The Ask SAL helpline is a partnership project between the
Southend, Essex and Thurrock Safeguarding Adults Boards and Essex
County Council. Individuals can use this helpline to report if they see,
hear or suspect that a vulnerable adult is being abused.
o Ask SAL helpline – Tel: 08452 66 66 63
o http://www.asksal.org.uk/

•

Child Protection in Sport Unit: Sports organisations can seek advice
on child protection issues from the Child Protection in Sport Unit:
(CPSU) which has been established as a partnership between the
NSPCC and Sport England. CPSU / NSPCC provide advice and
assistance on developing codes of practice and child protection
procedures to sporting organisations.
o Tel: 0116 234 7278
o Email: cpsu@nspcc.org.uk
o http://www.nspcc.org.uk/Inform/cpsu/cpsu_wda57648.html

•

Public Concern at Work: Provides free confidential advice on how to
raise a concern about malpractice at work. Tel: 020 7404 6609
http://www.pcaw.co.uk/
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•

Modern Slavery - Helpline: 0800 0121700*
https://modernslavery.co.uk

•

Safeguarding Coordinator: Colchester Borough Homes – Karen
Williams. Tel: 01206 282433 Email: Karen.williams@cbhomes.org.uk
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, Colchester

AGENDA ITEM:

8

SUBJECT:

Tenant and Leaseholder Consultative Committee (TLCC) –
Scrutiny Report on Tenancy Audits

REPORT BY:

Members of the TLCC
(Officer supporting) Mell Robinson
Resident Involvement & Enabling Team Leader
 (01206) 282461
 mell.robinson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1

Purpose

1.1

To inform the Board about the TLCC’s third scrutiny topic investigations,
findings and recommendations. We looked at all of the Key Performance
Indicators and decided to focus on Tenancy Audits (key performance indicator
6).

2

Introduction

2.1

The reason for selection was that when we first looked at the performance
information, the numbers of audits complete were not on target. Since
agreeing the topic of tenancy audits we are pleased to note that performance
in this area exceeded the target set for 2015/16.

3

Scope of Review

3.1

The review examines what the benefits are of CBH undertaking tenancy
audits; the resources, methods and outcomes.

4

Methodology

4.1

The TLCC undertook the following activities to enable its investigations of this
topic:
a) Document review. We reviewed the following documents to obtain
evidence and assist with the investigation into the methods of audit
i)
Tenancy Audit appointment letter
ii)
Tenancy Audit form
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iii)
Tenancy Audit Frequently Asked Questions
b) By email. The TLCC sent questions to Gill Lewis, Tenancy Support Team
Leader
c) By informal conversations with some tenants that had received a visit from
a Tenancy Monitoring Officer
d) By informal conversation with the two Tenancy Monitoring Officers at a
CBH Make a Difference Day

5

Main findings of the scrutiny investigation

5.1

We have noted the benefits of undertaking the tenancy audits, which include:
a) 24 cases of tenancy fraud including potentially 20 Abandoned Properties;
three cases of possible benefit fraud and one potential sub-letting
b) 24 vulnerable tenants identified as requiring support, with issues ranging
from hoarding and clutter management to the general condition of the
property
c) 753 unauthorised changes/damage to properties; these included new
kitchens and bathrooms; conservatories; loft conversions; the addition of
ceiling fans and electric showers
d) With regard to un authorised alterations, it is noted that tenants are
required to return the property to its original condition, the tenant would
have to pay for it, with the option of a repayment plan, depending on the
tenant’s circumstances. If the alteration/addition was acceptable and
retrospective permission granted then the permission letter would either
state that the property must be returned to its original condition when the
tenant vacates or must be left there for the next tenant
e) In terms of tenant damage, the tenant would be recharged for it and a
payment plan set up if necessary
f) To monitor a consistent good level of housing stock

6

Recommendations

6.1

The following recommendations have been proposed by the members of the
TLCC:
a)
The tenancy audit project has been a benefit to the management of
homes, the TLCC would like to see it continue beyond March 2017.
Tenants’ situations change, tenancies change; therefore the tenancy
audits continue to ensure CBH provides a consistent service to their
tenants. We understand that funding will need to be considered to
enable the audits to continue.
b)
Feedback forms to be compiled and then given to every tenant who
has received a tenancy audit, along with a pre-paid envelope for reply
c)
Feedback survey to include the following questions:
i)
Was the appointment kept?
ii)
Do you feel that sufficient time was given for your property and
for yourself?
iii)
Do you feel that the audit was thorough?
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iv)

Are you aware that CBH has a Financial Inclusion team?

d)
Tenancy Support Team Leader to monitor feedback forms every three
months to record positive and negative responses from tenants
e)
Tenancy Support Team Leader to monitor the Audit Administrator to
ensure the data is input and completed and to be able to pick up any missed
or incorrect data
f)
To remove the information on the tenancy audit form about current rent
balance and rent arrears. Then to include on the feedback form; are you
experiencing financial problems? Would you like to talk to our Financial
Inclusion Team to advise you about your rent arrears?
The Tenancy Support team leader has considered the suggestions and has agreed
to introduce the majority of our suggestions for improvement. However it should be
noted that the funding for the service has been provided through a delegated budget
from the Borough Council and no guarantee can be made to extend the service.
9

Conclusion

9.1

The members of the TLCC would like to thank everyone involved in answering
their questions.

10

Financial Implications

10.1

We understand that funding from Colchester Borough Council is only for three
years and we believe that this service should continue. We have not
reviewed for the figures relating to the costs of running this scheme.

11

HR Implications

11.1

The three officers employed to undertake the tenancy audits and associated
administrative tasks are all on fixed term contracts which end in March 2017.

12

Legal Implications

12.1

None identified

13

Health & Safety Implications

13.1

None identified

14

Equality & Diversity Implications

14.1

We would like to see the Equality Impact Assessment for tenancy audits.

15

Residents at the Heart

15.1

Scrutiny provides CBH with valuable feedback and the tenants’ perspective
on topics that have a direct impact on existing tenant’s lives.
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16

Appendices

16.1

Appendix 1: Questions and Answers to and from Tenancy Support Team
Leader
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Appendix 1
Questions asked of Tenancy Support Team Leader, together with the answers
Tenancy Audits
Background information supplied by Tenancy Support Team Leader
There is a set template in place for all audit visits (audit form attached) and this is
used onsite by the Tenancy Monitoring Officers. The details of all tenants in the
property are recorded as part of the visit and there is also a section where the tenant
is required to confirm their identity. This can be done by the tenant providing an
original passport, driving licence, utility bill, credit / debit card, as well as their
national insurance (NI) number. The details are entered onto the Academy Housing
system on return to the office with the copies of the original forms destroyed
following input. Reports of tenancy audits completed can be produced from the
Academy Housing system showing the property, date of completion and the audit
result.
All tenancy audit visits are pre-arranged and the tenants are issued with a letter in
advance confirming the date and time (morning / afternoon) of the proposed visit.
The letter details what the visit is for, what information will be required and what
identification documentation needs to be available for verification. Along with the
letter, an information sheet on tenancy audits is also provided that gives further
details of the process, the purpose and how appointment dates can be amended if
necessary. The audits have highlighted fraud, vulnerable tenants and unauthorized
changes/damage to properties.
Q1.

How many frauds over the three years have been identified, what type of
fraud and what are the plans to deal with it?

A1.

Firstly, in order to answer this question, a definition of fraud needs to be
identified. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, fraud has been defined
as a property that we suspect has been sublet, abandoned by the tenant and
also instances of suspected housing benefit fraud.
In total, there have been 24 cases in and they fall into the following areas of
fraud.
Potentially Abandoned Properties - 20 properties
Possible benefit fraud – 3
Potentially sublet - 1
We record a property as potentially abandoned when neighbouring tenants
give us this information or the property looks sparsely furnished or there is a
lot of post accumulated inside the door. The Community Housing Officer is
informed of any potentially abandoned homes for them to take the appropriate
course of action.
The investigation includes conversations with neighbours, checks on gas and
electricity usage and checks with housing benefit or other agencies to see if
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there are any other contacts we have on capita who may know of the tenant’s
whereabouts. Once the investigation has been completed, then a Notice to
Quit is served which gives the tenant 28 days to make contact with CBH. If
after the 28 days have expired, then we will either take possession of the
property or may in some cases have to proceed to court.
Benefit fraud is an area which the Tenancy Monitoring Officers also identify. It
may be that when they call a resident there tells them the tenant is
unavailable as they are at work but it is noted they are on full housing benefit
and therefore in this instance we would report this to the benefits department.
We have had one property identified as being sublet whereby the tenant had
moved to Australia and his whereabouts were unknown. The resident of that
property agreed to move out and he handed us back the keys so we were
able to take possession.
Q2.

How many vulnerable tenants have been helped and what happens
next?

A2.

When the Tenancy Monitoring Officer identifies that a tenant is vulnerable and
needs some help to sustain their tenancy, then they discuss extra support
with the tenant and then make a referral to the tenancy support team.
A Tenancy Support Officer will then visit in order to establish the tenant’s
needs and what help CBH can offer. It may be that referrals to other agencies
are required, and a lot of cases are received whereby the condition of the
property is poor, breaching the condition of the tenancy. The TSO will then
make referrals to other agencies with the tenant’s consent, to assist the tenant
with sustaining their tenancy and getting the property cleared up.
24 referrals have been made to the support team from the Tenancy
Monitoring Officers with a variety of support needs identified. The majority
relate to the condition of the property and cluttered homes or hoarders.

Q3.

How much damage or changes have been made and how is this funded
to get right again?

A3.

The total number of referrals to the asset management team for tenants’
alterations or tenant damage is 753.
At the tenancy audit, the monitoring officer will inspect all rooms in order to
ascertain if the tenant has carried out any alterations. They will check if
permission has been given and if not will then pass the case to the asset
management team to visit and inspect what work has been undertaken and
then give retrospective permission if approved.
It has been recognised that a number of tenants have installed ceiling fans
and in one instance a fire was caused by a fan not being properly installed.
Therefore by the monitoring officers visiting, they have been able to identify
these and ask for electrical certificates. Asset management have also been
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informed so that appropriate checks can be made. Electric showers are also a
common alteration that has been identified.
Other improvements that have been identified have included new kitchens,
new bathrooms, conservatories, and a loft conversion.
If the tenant is asked to return the property to its original condition, then the
tenant would be expected to pay for this. If this was an issue then a
repayment plan may be considered, dependent on the tenant’s circumstances
at that time. If the alteration is acceptable and permission granted then the
permission letter would either state that the property must be returned to its
original condition when the tenant vacates or must be left there for the next
tenant. In terms of tenant damage, again the tenant would be recharged for
this and a payment plan set up.
Q4.
A4.

We would like to have a copy of the audit form
Tenancy audit form attached.

Q5.

We would like to have an explanation for why the audit figures are so
low in the first three quarters of 2016? We can see by the figures that it
seems that a lot has been done in quarter 4 to get the audits up to date.
But when you compare them to 14/15 Q1, 2, 3 the figures are the same,
in fact the figures for 2016 Q1, 2, 3 are very low, and it would be helpful
if we knew why?

A5.

I am unsure what figures are referred to here as we have only recorded
figures so far for the first two quarters of 2016 if you look at them from
January. Audits completed so far since January ‘16 to the end of June are
1,450. This includes missed appointments but the monitoring officer would
have still visited.

Supplemental and extra Questions
Q6.

How many staff are 'regular' Auditors?

A6.

We have two “regular” auditors, called Tenancy Monitoring Officers, Michael
Knight and Lee Hamill.

Q7.

How long should an Audit take for the following size properties?
Studio apartment
One bed property
Two bed property
Three bed property
Four bed property
House of multiple occupancy
Business premises

A7.

A tenancy audit should really only take around 20/30 minutes to complete but
they are often much longer because of all the other issues that have been
raised. The size of the property does not really affect the length of time of the
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audit. It really depends on the issues that are raised. We do not visit business
premises or HMO’s.
Other issues and referrals that are collated include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repairs in communal areas
Referrals to repairs and community caretakers
Fly tipping reported to zone wardens
ASB issues reported to ASB team
Advice and referrals to colleagues in Housing Options about Gateway
to Homechoice
Support referrals
Information on the CBC Free Freighter service
Referrals to financial inclusion team (FIT) for Discretionary Housing
Payment (DHP) or if tenant does not have bank account
Referrals to Welfare Rights Officer for benefit advice/appeals
Identifying tenants for Transfer Incentive Scheme (TIS)

Q8.

Who regulates the Auditors?

A8.

The auditors are managed by Gill Lewis, Tenancy Support Team Leader.

Q9.

Are tenants asked to provide feedback?

A9.

No, they are not asked for feedback but we do receive quite a few
compliments.

Q10. With supervision, could we contact a tenant to ask for feedback?
A10. I think feedback is a good idea and I am sure with feedback a questionnaire
could be devised and approved for this purpose.
Q11. Who does the paperwork back at the office?
A11. Rachel Bushell, works part time, 18.5 hours per week.
Q12. Who receives the Audit reports?
A12. Rachel receives the reports and completes the computer side of the audit.
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Q13. How and who formed the target of 2,000 Audits p.a.?
A13. As there are 6,000 properties, and the programme is over three years, the aim
is 2,000 per year.
Q14. During the Audit, damage/structural issues come to light. What action is
taken towards the tenant?
A14. Once asset management have visited the property following our referral, they
then investigate and send out appropriate letter. No further action is required
if permission is given. If the alteration is not authorised then the tenant would
be asked to restore to its original condition and asset management liaise with
the housing officer.
Q15. During the Audit, overcrowding becomes apparent. What action is taken
towards the tenant?
A15. If the property is overcrowded, then the tenancy monitoring officer would
initially ensure all occupants are recorded on Capita. They would also enquire
if the tenant has applied to move and give appropriate advice about applying
via Gateway to Homechoice.
Q16. During the Audit, sub-letting becomes apparent. What action is taken
towards the tenant?
A16. If it becomes apparent that a property is being sublet then investigations
would initially be carried out. The resident of the property would be questioned
with regard to payment of rent and whether they have a tenancy agreement.
The matter would then be passed to the enforcement team to take appropriate
legal action.
Following the first set of questions/answers further questions from the
members of the TLCC to Gill Lewis – Tenancy Support Team Leader.
To assist with understanding the original questions and answers are numbered the
same as the supplemental ones below, with the addition of a small letter.
Q1a. Answer is to nondescript
Could you provide more conclusive figures, if not from this current year, then from
2014-2015
A1a. The figures I have provided have been from when the tenancy audits began in
2014.
I have used terms such as potentially and possible as when the audit is
completed, further investigation is then required, as explained in the text
below the figures. For example, we may identify that a property appears
abandoned but then with further contact the tenant returns or has a valid
reason for not living there.
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Q5a confusion understood. Question to be re-examined.
Q7a. By comparison your answer provides categories not mentioned on the form,
how are these recorded competently and safely.
A7a. If the audit raises any of those issues listed, then we record this on a separate
spreadsheet so we can monitor the outcomes for each month. The Tenancy
Monitoring Officer (TMO) refers to the relevant person.
Q8a. Does Gill Lewis ever 'shadow' an Auditor for a day to monitor their performance
first hand?
A8a. Yes I have shadowed them both and meet with them regularly at 1:1s to
discuss any issues.
Q9a. Why are tenants not asked for feedback? You are entrusting an external
contractor with your customers and properties.
A9a. Micky and Lee are not external contractors; they are employees of CBH who
have the experience, training and knowledge to complete the audits. We
could look at asking for feedback in the future.
Q10a. This answer relates to Q8a. So with supervision, could we contact a tenant to
ask for feedback?
A10a. Yes this could be arranged, but I feel it would be more conclusive if a
questionnaire was devised to send to a sample of tenants.
Q11a. Answer partly accepted. On the computer program do you keep a record of
previous year’s data, so that the planner can cross reference already completed
audits so as to avoid multiple properties being unnecessarily visited twice?
A11a. Yes we have a spreadsheet which shows us all the audits that have been
completed from the start so that duplicate appointments are not booked.
Q12a. Answer partly accepted. Who monitors the computer side of the
administration of relevant data?
A12a. Rachel sends out the letters booking appointments and she administers the
spreadsheet showing tenancy audits completed as well as those who were
not in for appointments. If the TMO picks up another issue which requires a
referral then they do it themselves and record it on the relevant spreadsheet.
Q13a. CBH have approximately 7300 properties, not 6000 as you have stated. Why
is there a difference in your figures?
A13a. We have 6000 general needs properties and do not visit leasehold properties
or sheltered schemes
Q14a, 15a, 16a.
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We are asking, what penalty is bestowed on the tenant should these fundamental
rules be broken?
A14a, 15a, 16a.
All of these points are expressed when the tenants sign the tenancy
agreement. They are also given a copy of these rules and regulations to keep
for future reference.
The answers that I have given, explain the procedure we follow to investigate
each issue before taking any action. The ultimate penalty would be for us to
serve a Notice of Seeking Possession and then proceed to court which could
mean the tenant loses their home. As you are aware, we are a social landlord
and this is an action that we try to avoid so we try to resolve in other ways. If
this does not work, then we take the enforcement route as above.
Extra questions
Q17. Why are Sheltered Housing properties not subjected to an Audit?
A17. Sheltered properties already get a visit from the visiting officer on a regular
basis so they can verify who is living there and report any issues.
Q18. What relevance is it for the Auditors to be given financial data? Is this
information not protected under the data protection act?
A18. If this refers to the rent balance, the information supports the auditors to
provide and advice and assistance to the tenant.
Statement
In response to your opening statement before giving your answers: we are grateful
that you offered this information, however, we would like to bring to your attention
some comments that we have been offered by some tenants we have spoken to
informally.
One tenant had their property audited back in September 2015. In May 2016 the
tenant received a letter with an appointment for another audit. This tenant contacted
CBH, after several phone calls the appointment was cancelled as they found the
'paperwork' from September had not been put on to the computer. (NB there has
been no evidence supplied to back this up – and the name and address of tenant
has not been provided so the TSTL has not been able to investigate the allegation)
A different tenant received a letter earlier this month with an appointment planned for
the end of this month. Tuesday morning, a gentleman knocked his door, introduced
himself and said "I'm going next door can I come to you afterwards, I'll about 20
minutes?" The tenant agreed, the gentleman never came back at all. (NB there has
been no evidence supplied to back this up – and the name and address of tenant
has not been provided so the TSTL has not been able to investigate the allegation)
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As you can see both of these issues are in contrast to your opening statement. I will
accept that these could simply be one off problems but this is the type of problem
you need to be aware of.
A

Unfortunately, mistakes may happen very occasionally, just down to human
error. It is difficult for me to comment about these cases without any further
information. If you require a fuller answer then I would need to have tenants’
details.

We, the TLCC, appreciate your time to respond to these questions.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, St John’s Close

AGENDA ITEM:

9

SUBJECT:

Resident Involvement Annual Review 2015 - 16

REPORT BY:

Mell Robinson, Resident Involvement & Enabling Team Leader
 (01206) 282461
 mell.robinson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose

1.1

To provide the Board with an annual review of Resident Involvement. This
short report accompanies a visual presentation. The slides from the
presentation will be available on request.

2.

Background

2.1

The Resident Involvement Team consists of Mell Robinson, Resident
Involvement and Enabling Team Leader and Polly Hardy, resident
involvement officer.

2.2

This annual review of resident involvement will cover activities from 1 April
2015 – 31 March 2016. The presentation also takes a look forward to the
future.

3.

Statistics and outcomes

3.1

This is the third year of the Resident Involvement Strategy, which the Tenant
and Leaseholder Consultative Committee (TLCC) has regularly reviewed
progress against the targets identified in the Action Plan.

3.2

Our target for involving tenants and leaseholders with our work was set at 60
individuals but this was exceeded early on during the year – finally reaching
211. More statistics will be shown on the presentation.

3.3

The number of Quality Assurance Advisors (QAAs) we had signed up peaked
at 75 and then reduced to nearly half that figure. However though the training
and induction of new QAA’s and the implementation of QAA’s in Sheltered
Schemes this figure has now increased again, currently 55, with a good
attendance at the quarterly meetings, last one up to 17 and an increase in
reports being received, on average 12 per month.
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3.4

Our involvement groups were active in improving procedures, commenting on
strategy and scrutinising our services. These interactions resulted in the
service managers taking on board residents’ ideas, views and comments.

3.5

Our Moving Forward event held in March 2016 was a chance for us to review
the year and look forward to a new era of possibilities and opportunities in
involvement through to insight and impact. The presentation at the Board
meeting will include many of the statements made by our involved tenants
and leaseholders – on their achievements – but in their own words.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

None

5.

HR Implications

5.1

None

6.

Legal Implications

6.1

Regulation. The Homes and Communities Agency published the Tenant
Involvement and Empowerment Standard in April 2012. Whilst Local
Authorities are excluded from the Financial Standards CBH choses to comply
with the Consumer Standards. The required outcomes include; Customer
Service, Choice and Complaints; Involvement and Empowerment; and
Understanding and responding to the diverse needs of tenants.
Link to the Homes and Communities Agency webpages is here.

7.

Health & Safety Implications

7.1

Risk assessments are carried out on all activities and events where the public
are engaged with us.

8.

Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

We ensure that everything we do in Resident Involvement is aligned to our
Equality Duty. We feel that celebrating the successes and contributions of
individuals and groups involved with our work will add to evidencing that we
are giving a variety of ways for people to influence to our work.

8.2

We have set up equality and diversity training for involved tenants and
leaseholders and will repeat this training as often as we can. Our exciting
project with Colchester Institute – using video to explore equality and diversity
issues – had a successful pilot session in April 2015 and we rolled it out with
more sessions during the autumn tenant training and development
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programme. The film results are available on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3v_Vpkkvx0
9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

All of our work in Resident Involvement has the tenants and leaseholders at
the heart of what we do. Working closely with tenants and leaseholders
provides CBH with valuable feedback on services, which greatly contributes to
their quality and relevance.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, St John’s Close

AGENDA ITEM:

10

SUBJECT:

Finance Assurance Report

REPORT BY:

Michael Hadjimichael, Director of Resources
 (01206) 507815
 michael.hadjimichael@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the Board with a high-level statement of the financial position at 31
August 2016, which was scrutinised in detail at the Finance and Committee
meeting on 5th October 2016.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board:
• Note the financial position as at 31 August 2016.

3.

Background

3.1

The Management Fee Budgets are managed using a risk-based approach with a
high level of monitoring on the key risk budgets. These include salaries, premises,
SLAs and new services taken on from the Council. The salaries budget represents
over 70% of the controllable budgets and a detailed model is used to monitor this.

3.2

The Finance & Audit (F&A) Committee monitors the progress against the budgets
in detail at their meetings during the year to ensure these are effectively monitored.

4.

Review of Financial Position as at 31 August 2016

4.1

Set out below is the actual outturn on the operating budget as at the 31 August
2016.
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Budget
2016-17

Expenditure
to 31 August
16

Forecast to
31 March
17

Projected
variance at
31 Mar 17

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

Management Fee - HRA

7,867

3,250

7,867

0

Management Fee - GF

1,245

502

1,245

0

2,402

286

2,402

0

695

255

695

0

10,261

4,579

10,261

0

1,624

811

1,624

0

Other Budgets
Delegated Budgets
Corp Facilities Budget
Capital (CBC and CBH)
Revenue/other

The year-end outturn position is not being considered at this stage in the financial
year, but will be reviewed in detail at the half year. The Finance and Audit
Committee will be provided with a half-year update by the end of October with a
forecast year-end position and executive summary identifying any key opportunities
and risks.
The key reasons for variances for the year to date are as follows:
Management Fee
4.2

The expenditure to the end of August is slightly under the pro rata expected
position. This is partly due to a vacancy factor on budgets across the Company,
and partly due to the current low number of voids.
At this stage of the year, there is no predicted variance from budget at year end.
Delegated Budgets

4.3

The expenditure to the end of August is £478.5k under the pro rata expected position.
This variance is largely as a result of a number of outstanding recharges that will be
completed by the end of quarter 2.
Whilst the variance of £478.5k to date may appear to be substantial, commitments of
£283k have been placed and at the current time there is nothing to indicate any
reason for concern. CBH Management are working closely with our CBC colleagues
to review the control framework of key budget areas such as Grounds Maintenance to
ensure timely delivery of key projects to ensure they are as effective as possible.
Corp Facilities Budget

4.4

The committed expenditure on the Corporate Facilities budget is in line with profile.
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Capital – all capital works
4.5

The committed expenditure on the overall capital budget is in line with profile.
There is an expectation that all capital budgets will be fully committed by 3rd quarter
although the Roofing and Dutch Quarter contracts are still going through the
procurement process so may slip into the 4th quarter. There are no issues or
concerns with the individual capital programmes and their delivery at this moment
in time.
Revenue CBC Contracts

4.6

The committed expenditure on the CBC revenue contracts is in line with profile.
The interim contractors are now in place and are undertaking servicing in
accordance with the servicing schedule to ensure that we are compliant.
The team has now started the procurement process to engage with new
contractors for the new financial year.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

A strong financial control framework is essential for the successful delivery of the
annual budget. Monthly review of all expenditure items takes place and income
invoiced and collected in a timely manner. Any material items that may result in a
significant deviation away from target will be reported to Finance and Audit
Committee accordingly.

6.

Financial Implications

6.1

These are incorporated in the body of the report.

7.

Value for Money Implications

7.1

CBH were asked by CBC to set a budget in 2016/17 with £200k savings on the
management fee. Successful delivery on performance targets for the year within
these financial constraints will meet the requirements of the Value for Money
Strategy.

8.

HR, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

Residents are indirectly involved in budgetary control as they review our
performance on a regular basis. Our performance on standards is underpinned by
our expenditure.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

27 October 2016

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

St John’s Church Community Centre, St John’s Close

AGENDA ITEM:

11

SUBJECT:

Performance Assurance Report

REPORT BY:

Karen Loweman, Director of Housing
 (01206) 282805
 karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the Board with a high-level statement on the Company’s performance
against the agreed Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes the KPIs that are red or amber and considers the adequacy of
measures in place to improve performance or mitigate impact.

3.

Background

3.1

The Medium Term Delivery Plan contains a selection of KPIs that reflects the
Company’s vision & objectives for the coming year as well as the targets by which
these are to be measured. These are discussed and agreed by the Operations
Committee and approved by the Board at the start of each year.

3.2

The Operations Committee reviews the suite of KPIs at each meeting, and requests
more detail where performance is below target. KPIs are shown as ‘green’, ‘amber’
or ‘red’ against the performance target:
• ‘Green’ means the project is on target to succeed.
• ‘Amber’ means the project has a problem but action is being taken to resolve
this OR a potential problem has been identified and no action is being taken at
this time but it is being carefully monitored.
• ‘Red’ means the project requires remedial action to achieve objectives.

3.3

This report gives assurance to the Board that any areas of concern are being
monitored and addressed.
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3.4

The Operations Committee reviewed the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for
Quarter 1 at its meeting on Thursday 28 July. The review of Quarter 2 is due to take
place at its meeting on Monday 21 November.

4.

Performance Monitoring – to end of August 2016

4.1

The following Key performance indicators have a red or amber status at the end of
August 2016:

4.2

Number of households in bed and breakfast accommodation
45 households in bed & breakfast accommodation at the end of August against
our target of 12.
There continues to be a lack of available affordable housing to address the
continuing high demand for housing. Currently the highest cause of homelessness
is the loss of a private sector tenancy.
This will impact on the budget available for temporary accommodation (which is a
CBC delegated budget) and increases our reputational risk.
Private sector lettings are expensive to secure, but our first private sector leasing
properties are now agreed, and we are increasing the use of private sector lettings
through our “Home finder” scheme to mitigate the demand for housing.

4.3

Percentage of non-decent homes
866 properties were recorded as “non-decent” at the end of August. The primary
elements of properties which are failing the standard are doors, roofs and
windows needing replacement.

4.4

Stage one complaints upheld
By the end of August 36 complaints had been received, of which 14 were upheld.
This produces an outcome of 39% of complaints upheld against our target of
36.5%. Whilst this is above target at present, as is the nature of complaints this
will likely still hit target year end as one high month has affected the statistics.
There was no correlation between the complaints that were upheld for this month.

4.5

Former Tenant Arrears (FTA)
The collection of FTA is undertaken on CBH’s behalf by the CBC Revenue
collection team who undertake to trace and collect debt.
A target to achieve arrears of less than 0.53% of the estimated annual debit has
been set, with outcome to date of 1.13%.

4.6

Current Tenant rent collection
The rent collection target is measured against a year-end target for collection of
98%. At the end of August the collection of 96.81% remains likely to achieve the
year end collection rate. Monthly payment schedules adjust in December and
March where “rent free weeks” occur.
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5.

Financial Implications

5.1

Budget for temporary accommodation to be reviewed in accordance with
performance.

6

HR Implications

6.1

Staffing level is currently considered sufficient to deliver the required service level.

7.

Equality and Diversity Implications

7.1

Performance monitoring supports CBH to ensure that services are delivered in a
fair and accessible way.

8

Residents at the Heart

8.1

The Tenant and Leaseholder Consultative Committee and focus groups review
standards and KPIs.

9.

Appendix

9.1

Appendix 1: Red and Amber KPI Dashboard slides.
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ITEM 11 APPENDIX 1

Performance Summary Information
April - August 2016
Benchmark performance comparisons are with 33 housing providers
in the HouseMark East of England group (as at January 2016)

2016 - 2017
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Number of households in bed & breakfast accommodation
CBH target

12

RAG

CBH outcome

45 at end of August

Benchmark performance comparison

N/A

CBH position at August in 2015/16 comparison

22

R

Comment: Numbers have increased beyond our expectation. The level of demand for accommodation remains high with low level of lettings.

50
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45
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15
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28
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29

Jun

Jul

10
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0
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Apr
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Aug
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Current
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Feb
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2016 - 2017
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Non-Decent Council homes
RAG

CBH target

8.63% (525 properties) (5-year target)

CBH outcome

14.52% at end of August

A

Benchmark performance comparison

Upper quartile 0%

A

CBH position at August in 2015/16 comparison

9.19%

Comment: Of the 5,965 stock, there are 866 (14.52%) Non Decent Homes. Database cleansing currently being undertaken has highlighted a large
number of roof, door and window failures. This is currently being investigated.

16%
14%
12%
10%

8.63%
(target)

8%

14.87% 14.52%
10.66%

6%

10.59% 10.24%

4%
2%

0%

0%

0%
14/15 15/16
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Jul

Aug

Current

Sep
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Nov
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Jan

Feb

Mar

Target

2016 - 2017
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Stage 1 complaints upheld
CBH target

36.5%

RAG

CBH outcome

39% YTD at end of August

A

Benchmark performance comparison

Upper quartile 36.5%

A

CBH position at August in 2015/16 comparison

22% YTD

Comment:

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
83%

40%
30%
20%
10%

50%
34%

25%

33%

25%

18%

0%

0%
14/15 15/16

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Current
2016 - 2017
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Former tenant arrears
(% of annual rent debit)
CBH target

0.53% (Year end target)

RAG

CBH outcome

1.13% YTD at end of August

R

Benchmark performance comparison

Upper quartile 0.53%

R

CBH position at August in 2015/16 comparison

1.18%

Comment:

1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%

1.19% 1.19% 1.18%

1.06% 1.09% 1.06% 1.13%

0.53%
(target)

0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

14/15 15/16

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Current

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Target

2016 - 2017
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Rent collection
(incl. arrears brought forward)
CBH target

98% (Year end target)

RAG

CBH outcome cumulative

96.81% YTD at end of August

Benchmark performance comparison

N/A

CBH position at August in 2015/16 comparison

96.84%

A

Comment: Performance is similar to this month last year.

100%
98%
(target)

95%

90%

99.5%

98.6% 98.9%

97.4%

96.2% 96.9%

93.4%
85%

80%
14/15 15/16

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug
Current
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Not

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

2016 - 2017
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Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held at 5 pm on Wednesday 5 October 2016
In Room 1, Rowan House
Present:
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Geoff Foster
Julie Parker
Glenn Houchell
Cllr Cyril Liddy

In Attendance:
(Chair)

Gareth Mitchell (GM)
Michael Hadjimichael (MH)
Chris Bews (CB)
Sharon Stephens (SS)
Alan Woodhead (AW)

(Mazars)

Owen Howell (OH)

(Minutes)

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

All Committee members were present.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held 21 July 2016 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were accepted as correct and ready to be signed by the Chair.

3.

Internal Audit progress and follow-up reports

3.1

AW presented his reports, explaining that there were not any audits to report on,
owing to the timing of this meeting. The Gas servicing report was now drafted
and progress was on track per the audit timetable.

3.2

Answering questions, MH told Committee that CBH’s insurances renewal date
was 1 August. A report on the Company’s insurances was being prepared for
Committee’s consideration. Action: OH to add Insurance renewal date to the
Governance Action report for future Committee meetings.

3.3

AW explained that auditors would be meeting with staff to discuss and monitor
how recommendations are put into operation.

3.4

There are currently no overdue actions. AW stated that the audit of responsive
repairs has been put back and awaits a new process to be put in place. This
audit is not considered a top priority at this time.

3.5

There was now a discussion regarding a commercially-sensitive matter.
The minutes for this are included in the confidential session minutes for
this meeting.

4.

Strategic Risk Register review and Risk Management Action Plan

4.1

MH explained that there had been no significant change to the Register since the
12 September Board meeting. The risk relating to the Chief Executive
recruitment process has been removed from the register. Reports on the
Strategic Risk Register will now include an overview of the Operational Risk
Registers.
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4.2

Committee were informed of real-life scenarios which had occurred and allowed
CBH to test its disaster recovery plans and processes. These have been
informative and provided key learning points.

4.3

MH confirmed that, following Board comments, the risk matrix within the Risk
Management Policy and Strategy Scoring Matrix had been corrected.

4.4

Committee members asked whether they should see financial risks contained
within the Operational Risk Registers. MH explained that many of these were
low-level and low-value. Members agreed that it was appropriate for these to be
reviewed by Committee as part of the annual review of the Operational Risk
Registers.

4.5

Regarding the fire at Harrison Court, MH detailed some of the specifics and the
multi-agency response.
•

•

•
•
•

•

4.6

Yvonne Day met with Ellen Moore – Health and Safety Officer, to discuss
complaints from tenants that the Fire Service did not enter the building
upon the alarm being raised. A meeting has been arranged between the
tenants and the Fire Service, as well as CBH staff giving assurance to the
residents.
The tenant in whose residence the fire started has been released from
hospital and given temporary accommodation in a guest room at John
Lampon Court. CBH has arranged for a relative to be able to salvage
items from the flat, with a void property at Harrison Court made available
whilst the damage is repaired.
The tenant has been offered counselling and advice.
Yvonne Day has met with Ellen Moore and Jaime Gray, Health and Safety
Manager, to review the ‘Stay Put’ policy and ensure that this is up-to-date.
A multi-agency review is being carried out, including CBH, CBC and the
Fire Service. Copies of the Fire Service’s report can be provided to Board
Members if this is desired.
Members were given assurance that they would continue to be notified in
the event of important/serious events such as this. DMT will ensure
notification takes place.

Committee asked if CBH had any responsibility to plan how to ensure the safety
of vulnerable individuals in the event of emergency situations. GM confirmed that
Essex County Council had overall responsibility for vulnerable adults. Action:
GM to ask officers to clarify how CBH feeds information to ECC in order to help
the identifying of vulnerable tenants. This information to then be given to
Committee Members.
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4.7

Committee raised the planned disaster recovery exercise and the need for
Committee to have high-level information on the plan and objectives for the
exercise, as well as the need for Committee to examine the outcomes report. MH
assured members that they would be briefed and that care would be taken to
ensure that such exercises would not compromise front-line services.

4.8

IT would be a critical element of disaster recovery exercises – including a
communications test to ascertain the ability of the company to cascade a
message to all staff quickly and effectively. The ability of CBH staff to find
alternative working sites (e.g. in event of an office evacuation) is a key aspect of
the test.

4.9

Care and wellbeing of staff in the aftermath of a disaster was discussed. All
agreed that this was important and would be taken into account.

4.10 MH assured Committee that the need for suppliers and contractors to have
appropriate business continuity plans was being considered and that this would
be raised and discussed as part of CBH’s procurement process. Suppliers and
contractors for key or large-scale services would be asked to give assurance that
they have appropriate business continuity plans in place.
4.11 Committee suggested that it would be appropriate timing for a refresher course
on risk management for DMT and SMT. MH agreed. Action: MH will talk to AW
and see about putting together a training program/session on risk management.
4.12 Decision: Committee accepted the Strategic Risk Register and approved the
minor correction to the Risk Management Policy and Strategy.
5.

ICT Priorities report

5.1

CB presented the annual ICT Priorities report and expanded on the main items.

5.2

CB gave an explanation of the Peoplesafe system, including the panic button,
response procedure and ‘man down’ function in the event of a period of no
movement being recorded.

5.3

Members questioned the security implications of staff members using their own
hardware as part of the ‘Working Smarter’ project. CB assured Committee that
security was a major consideration and checks would be put in place to ensure
an appropriate level of security can be shown by non-CBH hardware which staff
members wish to use for CBH work. MH expanded on this to say that this was
part of wider work on ensuring CBH maintains a high level of data security.

5.4

CBH’s moves towards Cloud-based storage of data was discussed. CB
explained the plans for a roll-out in stages, with project completion set for 2018.
CBH will have autonomous control of its cloudspace; the aim is to achieve this
within the next six months. This was currently being hosted by Microsoft in
Dublin, but it was expected that the hosting would move to a UK base in the
future.

5.5

Committee questioned the sheltered schemes’ communal area Wi-Fi, specifically
what safeguards were in place to prevent accessing of illegal sites and/or access
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by outside individuals. CB assured Committee that O2 provided safeguards and
that the security measures in place had satisfied CBC. The Wi-Fi coverage was
limited to only the communal areas of the schemes and passcodes were given to
residents. CB confirmed that CBH is not legally liable for any misuse, but that all
proportional measures had been taken to ensure legitimate use only. An
increase in security had been researched, and if instituted, would cost around
£20k for each site.
5.6

Committee members asked for details about the CBH IT budget and any CBC
contributions. Committee asked whether it should be monitoring budgeted and
actual spending on IT. CB and MH explained that funds were currently drawn
from the HRA or general fund as required and that CBH funds spent on IT were
covered within spending that is reported to Committee in the financial update at
each meeting. DMT/SMT are considering whether a separate dedicated IT
budget should be set and created. N.B. The current contract with O2 includes a
five-figure technology fund.

5.7

The Committee observed that there is a long history in corporate Britain of IT
projects in both private and public sectors that have run out of control and overbudget. Members therefore asked for figures/costs to be included for each item
where possible, in order to avoid overspending and poor value for money.
Action: CB to provide costs/prices for all items where figures can be given.

6.

CBH financial update

6.1

SS presented and covered the main points of the report. Underspends were
anticipated relating to Transfer Incentive Scheme (TIS) payments and welfare
reform.

6.2

The grounds maintenance delegated budgets were covered, with an explanation
that there was a programme being put together by Mark Briggs at CBC for Q3
and Q4, with an aspiration to have works completed by end of Q3, with any
problems then resolved in Q4.

6.3

SS was asked about the negative figures against some actual spends in the
delegated budgets. SS explained that not all of the accruals put in at year end
had been utilised. This results in the positions given in the appendix. SS is
monitoring the accruals and would take these up with her team.

6.4

Non-delivery of some grounds maintenance activities and their potential for
causing resident dissatisfaction were discussed. It was agreed that this was a
matter for Operations Committee to have oversight on. GM clarified that the
potential for complaints was unlikely to come from programmed work, but would
likely come from any situation where improvement works are agreed with
residents, but are then delayed in being carried out. The dedicated CBC officer
had had a positive effect, but this would further be improved if CBH’s Director of
Housing were to be given more control to steer works.

6.5

It was asked whether the communal cleaning service contract was nearing an
end. Actions: SS to check the status and end date of the current contract. MH to
ask Martin Whitlock to update him on the quality of the work being done and
whether there were any tenant/leaseholder concerns over its effectiveness.
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6.6

The variance for Older People’s Services (in Appendix 2) was queried. SS
replied that this was in hand and that there was a large-scale programme of work
about to be committed to in this budget area.

7.

Governance Report

7.1

OH presented the report and informed Committee that one fraud-related incident
had occurred and that MH would brief members on this as an AOB item.

7.2

OH confirmed that Scrutton Bland had signed the Auditor’s statement on the
Financial Statements and was mailing a copy to Companies House, and posting
copies back to CBH for us to file in our records. OH confirmed that CBH obtains
written confirmation of the despatch of a copy to Companies House, and would
ensure that this is received by Companies House (online check with written
follow up if the online date for next filing is not updated within a week of despatch
of statements).

7.3

Renewing our notification with the Information Commissioner’s Office would be
carried out by Wednesday 26 October.

7.4

OH confirmed that the Business Opportunities Panel did have governance
responsibilities. Although not a formal Board sub-committee, it held delegated
powers from the Board, codified in its Board-approved Terms of Reference and
membership criteria.
OH informed Committee that he would be drawing up the coming year’s work
plan this month. The programme (and dates) would look to be set for over a year.

8.

Any other business.

8.1

MH detailed the item of attempted fraudulent activity which had been brought to
his attention by our insurers. This involved our fleet insurance, the policy having
been posted on our website to show that we are covered. An individual had
attempted to add their own vehicles on to our fleet policy. When a claim came
through on our policy concerning a third party’s vehicle, this was flagged up to us
by the insurer, who also advised we remove this insurance policy document from
our website. This has been done.
Committee advised only posting an overview of what types of cover we hold, and
the coverage amounts. MH confirmed that this was the approach now being
taken by CBH. Insurance documents (and details) can still be requested by FoI
request.

8.2

There was now a discussion regarding a commercially-sensitive matter.
The minutes for this are included in the confidential session minutes.

8.3

AW informed members that Mike Clarkson (Head of Internal Audit) would retire
on 31 December 2016. A new Head would be sought. Chair asked AW to
express Committee’s thanks to Mike for his work.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 18:38
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Item

Action

Who

By When

Owen Howell

31 Oct 2016

Gareth Mitchell

31 Oct 2016

Michael
Hadjimichael

31 Oct 2016

Done

5 October 2016
3.2

Add Insurance renewal date to the
Governance Action report for future
Committee meetings.

4.6

Ask officers to clarify how CBH feeds
information to ECC in order to help the
identifying of vulnerable tenants. This
information to then be given to Committee
Members.

4.11

Talk to AW and see about putting together a
training program/session on risk
management.

5.7

Provide costs/prices for all items within the
ICT priorities report where figures can be
given.

Chris Bews

31 Oct 2016

6.5

SS to check the status and end date of the
current communal areas cleaning contract.
MH to ask Martin Whitlock to update him on
the quality of the work being done and
whether there were any tenant/leaseholder
concerns over its effectiveness.

Michael
Hadjimichael &
Sharon Stephens

31 Oct 2016
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2016 Board Forward Plan
Date

7 Dec
‘16

•

Item

Committee

Presenting

Update on Sheltered Housing
investment programme
(presentation/verbal)

DoPS & DoH

Housing Investment Programme
2016/17

DoPS

Strategic Housing Market Assessment

Tina Hinson
(CBC Housing
Strategy
Manager)

Medium Term Delivery Plan Priorities

SDM

21 Feb ’17

Medium Term Delivery Plan approval

Reports to be scheduled:
Working Smarter updates – Each Board Meeting. Note F&A
decision on budget/use of reserves for phase 1(21 Feb ’17)

Head of Asset
Management
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